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A B S T R A C T

Conflicts among different communities have been very prevalent in Kenya These 

conflicts arc caused by various reasons ranging from endemic poverty, economic 

inequality, and cultural reasons The problem of conflict has taken a loll on 

communities especially those living in the Noith Rift region mainly due to cattle 

rustling amongst the postoialist communities, whose main livelihood is dependent on 

livestock. This conflict often leads to loss of life, wanton destruction of property and 

general undcidrveloptncnt.

In an effort to intervene and build peace among communities living in North Rift. 

Tegla Lompe, a renowned Kenyan female athlete, established Tcgla Lorupe place 

run, this initiative uses sports (Running) in order to establish social imetat lion 

between warring communities that have experienced conflicts as a lesull of dominant 

culture of cattle rustling Sport is a universal language dial can be understood by all. 

It's intrinsic values such as teamwork, fairness, discipline, respect for the opponent 

and the rules of the game are understood all over the world thus can Iv harnessed hi 

advancement of solidarity, social cohesion and peaceful coexistence. These values are 

core in resolving any conflicts.

Hus Miuly sought to investigate the use of sports in conflict resolution with a focus on 

Tcgla Lorupe Peace run in West Pokot District. People living in West IVikot 

(ka|tcnguria division) were used in this study; Kapcnguiia lias hosted the peace run 

Since inception in 2003. I lie sample Size for this study was 60 respondents fiom the 

general community. 5 chiefs. 2 district sports officers spoils .3 Tcgla Lorupe staff, 

and 5 religious leaders, giving a total of 75 respondents.

The study findings were, thirty three (58.9%) respondents showed that their role in the 

peace run is running, five (8.9%) indicated dancing, two (3.6%) indicated cheering 

whereas, sixteen (28.6%) said they participate in the talks

Youths (Warriors) were found to be the largely represented age group in the peace run 

hfty four (96.4%) as a peace building initiative in North Rift region.
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The study also revealed that up.irt from running, there arc other educational processes 

involved in the peace run. which creates an atmosphere for peace, seventeen (30%) 

said seminars aie held on peace, fifteen (26.8%) said sports role models give peace 

messages, while eight (14,3% and ten (17.8% respectively said peace talks are held 

and guests are invited to preach peace

There is a need to diversify sports use for peace building. I his vs ill encourage more 

people to participate since there arc people who cannot run but enjoy a different sport, 

thus more positive results in peace making.

This study further, recommends more stakeholder analysis, consultation, and 

incorporation to ensure that the peace run is more accommodative. Women and 

children paiticipatiun needs to be encouraged so that peace message will be 

assimilated by all the age groups; women and children are worst affected by any form 

of violence . the culture of lolrranec and togetherness will be cultivated to the young 

generation and this will have a positive impact when they grow up

The peace run should also lx- held frequently as opposed to once jver year This will 

create more opportunities foi the communities to come together, the more contacts 

ibcrc is between conflicting parties, the more scope there is foi resolution

The government. NGOs and oilier stakeholders should encourage the use of sports in 

other areas that are prone to conflicts, since ihe initiative has been successful in West 

Pokot Dislnci



CHAPTER ONE 

INTRODUCTION

1.1 Background

Conflicts between human beings ts a global issue, people with opposing needs 

beliefs. values. 01 goals often compete. According to I’kalya n  til (2004). Afnca has 

been let down by continuous conflicts both intrastate and interstate lor a long time 

From Algeria to Siena Leone. Liberia to Sudan, the Horn. East and Central Africi 

and i lx* Great lakes region, armed conflicts huve mere used and are almost exclusively 

within In some parts of African countries, a whole generation has not experience! 

peace since independence and war has been internalised us a legitimate component of 

life Nlicma (2002). Even some of the countries that were once regarded as Islands of 

peace and tranquillity, such as Ivory Coast and Kenya have equally experience*: 

escalating conflicts

Conflicts, however, are not ‘wrong’ per sc. at times without it. there would he nr 

development The magnitude with which conflicts is waged can huve destructive 

impacts on the people. Conflict resolution is therefore an integial element since it 

decreases the odds of non productive escalation A number of method to resolving 

conflicts have been advanced and souk* of them include negotiations, mediation and 

oilier intervention measures of bringing people together such as peace run initiative. 

However, negotiation is the most basic and widely used method in solving conflicts, it 

is the back- and forth communication lietween the parties to the conflict with llic aim 

of finding an amicable solution. Depending on the circumstances, negotiations could 

l»e held in boardrooms, in an office or a room.

Another way which is most commonly used is mediation, tins process is i voluntary 

in which an impartial person (mediator) helps with communication and promotes 

reconciliation lietween the parties which will allow them to reach a mutually 

acceptable agreement, it is often the next step if negotiation fails, dialogue is another 

method broadly adopted in a number of context in dispute resolution, other methods 

which are involved m conflict resolution are litigation and arbitration. These 

demonstrate some of the entleavours aimed at reducing conflicts. The principal
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victims of conflicts, according to Pkalya ri ol (2004) nrc the poor and the 

marginalised, he (uillier. points that, conflicts bring about deaths, wanton destruction 

of property, displacement and disruption of livelihood, critical health and education 

system break down, physical infrastructure is destroyed, agricultural activity 

interrupted, food supplies become scarce, commerce and trade shrink, poveity 

increases, violence and criminality become widespread

Notably, most organisations such as. United Nations (UN), Non Governmental 

Organisations (NGO). civil societies, have come up with mechanisms that adiliess 

conflicts. 01 Imild peace. Sports, is one of the tools that have been harnessed for peace 

building (Conflict resolution). According to United Nation Office for Development 

and Peace (UNOSDP) (?0| 1). out or the 34 countries invited by the Sports for 

Development und Peace International Working Group; to share information about 

their Spoils for Development and Peace initiative, approximately 69 *5 of developing 

countries and 85 % of developed countries either use, or plan to use. spoil in national 

strategies lot conflict resolution or peace building.

The histoty of peace building through sports, according to UNOSDP (2011). is widely 

seen as an emerging field, it dales back to the origin of the Olympic Truce which was 

first used to establish temporary peace between warring states, to allow for the 

competition by their athletes It further, argues that spoil as a universal language can 

be a powerful tool to promote peace, tolerance and understanding by bringing people 

together across ttoundarics. cultures and religions. Its intrinsic values such as 

teamwork, fairness, discipline, respect for the op|Kinent and the rules of the game arc 

understood all over the world thus can be harnessed in advancement of solidarity, 

social cohesion and peaceful coexistence These values arc core in conflict resolution 

mechanism. ' Sport programmes permit encounters on neutral territory and in an 

environment where aggression can lx* controlled, regulated and transformed and 

hence facilitates rapprochement and reconciliation between opposing parties 

(UNOSDP. 2011).

The UN Inter agency Task Force on Sport for Development und Peace, foi instance, 

identified that well designed spoil based initiatives that incorporate the best values of 

‘Port can be powerful, practical and cost effective tools to achieve development and
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peace objectives The rcpoit of the Magglingen Declaration highlights the link 

between s|K>rt ami physical, mental and social development expressed in the field ol 

sport and peace, sport and health and spoil and education Sport enters into the most 

varied spheres of life and has numerous social, economic and cultural interfaces and 

points ol contact and sport is the ideal cross culling instrument and has benefits in 

social integration and ihc development of social capital Sport can assist in the 

pteveniion and reduction of conflict increasing social cohesion and contributing to 

community economic development (Pkalya er al., 2004).

Kenya, especially, ihr North Kilt has witnessed conflict of different dimensions, like 

other semi- arid parts of Kenya, the area is characterised by high poverty levels and 

illiteracy Mwaniki t i  ol (2007). the nature and sources of these conflicts include 

endemic poverty, economic inequality, and cultural reasons Nhemu (2002). On the 

other hand. Kenya has been on the world map as a major sporting powerhouse 

legendaiy sjxiris personalities like, Kipchogc Kcino. Paul Tergal, John Ngugi, Davit 

Rudishu. Lduli Masai. Catherine Ndcreba. Tegla Lorupe. among many others, come 

from Kenya This study therefore, wants to investigate how sports ix used in conflict 

resolution, with emphasis on the already established Teg la l.orupc Peace Foundation 

which uses sports (Running) in outer to establish social interaction between the 

warring communities that have experienced conflicts as a result of dominant culture 

of cattle rustling

1.2 Problem «f the Statement

Whereas l ire Government of Kenya (GOK) has used a lot of effort in disarmament 

exercise through state organs like tire police, to address conflict in ihc North Rift 

region, which is as a result of cattle rustling amongst paxtoralisl groups, whose main 

livelihood isdcpendeni on livestock, conflicts have intensified

Pastoralisis engage in cattle rustling foi various reasons ranging from restocking 

livestock decimated by drought and other factors. Depleted livestock, limited pasture 

and water from ihc cumulative effect of cyclic drought, availability of small arms has 

forced aggressive and violent lestocking measures
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Cattles rustling is ulso a rite of passage into adulthood alter circumcision, where 

boys become men. The newly initiated men take pan m cattle raids to demonstrate 

their prowess Such raids are also organized to raise the bride price This culture 

breeds criminal behaviour which in turn fuel conflicts (Mwaniki et al.. 2007:10)

Sport has the power to convey harmonious messages effectively, to promote social 

cohesion reduces crimes, and facilitates the power to influence peace positively The 

four aspects of sport as a tool for social integration and a peace building process 

between parties of different cultural backgrounds is based on arguments that spoils 

.ire non-verbal means of communication, offer occasions of collective experience and 

direct physical contact between people, a medium which tiansccnds divisions 01 

claw, and arc instillment of culture

Participation in sports also enhances self-concept, self-esteem and self-confidence, 

and is Micvcd to have the potential to foster individual empathy, tolerance, 

cooperation, social skills and team work (Kcim. 2003).

1.3 Research Questions

The research was guided by the following questions:

i) What activities aie done by thr Tegla Lnrupe Peace run in building peace 

in the North Rift

ii) What are the roles of different age groups in sports as a peace building 

initiative in the North Rift Region?

lii) Which arc the sports related educational processes involved in peace 

building by the Tegla Lorupe peace run-'

iv) What are the impacts of sports in peace building in the North Rift Region?

1.4 Objectives of the Study

1.4.1 Tin* Main Objective

The main objective is to study die use of sports in conflict resolution with specific 

icterencc to the fegla l,orupc Peace run in West Pokot District
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1.4.2 The Specific Objectives

The specific objectives of the study ate as follows:

i) To describe Tcgla l.orupe Peace run

ii) To establish the level of awareness among the residents on the |>eace rut 

initiative

in) To investigate the sports related educational processes involved in peace 

building

iv) To examine the role of different age groups in spoils as a peace building 

initiative in the North Kift Region

v) To investigate the impacts of sports in peace building in die North Rift

Region

1.5 Justification of the stud)

This study contribute to knowledge by generating ami documenting information about 

conflicts in Kenya, particularly in the North Rift Region which has experienced 

escalating ethnic conflicts due to the easy availability of Small Arms and Light 

weapons (SAIAV) which have compounded the already fragile situation

Ilic study is also useful to tlie government and other stakeholders in undertaking 

effective intervention strategies against conflicts in ASAI.S in particular, and other 

inter ethnic conflicts in general. Other policy makers and planners will also find the 

study helpful m formulating appropriate policies and programmes to control die 

problem of conflicts in the society which arc a major hindrance to any positive 

development because limited tangible benefits will he experienced In conflict 

situations. Tlie findings will be of help to die ministry of sports and other government 

agencies and departments

Mus study will help in determining the capacity of sports which is a multihillion 

dollar industry hi bringing people together, fostering unity ami peace in Kenya

l.(> Scope and limitation of the study

This study targeted the People living in the West Pokot region in the largci north rif 

The main focus was to understand die role played by the le g  la Lonipc Peace Runs in
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ending the conflicts. Kapenguria division of the Went Pokot District was the epicentre 

of the study since it has hosted the annual Tegla Lorupe |ieace tun since inception 

In terms of the scope of issues covered, the study established the sports’ peace 

building processes, the role ol different age groups in spoils as a peace budding 

initiative, the sports related educational processes involved in peace building ami ihru 

impacts towards sustaining peace, and the impacts of sports in peace building in list* 

North Rift Region.

The study used both primary and secondary data collected directly from documents of 

the regia Lorupe Peace Runs Foundation, and locals respectively. However, th study 

excluded other initiatives developed by the other NGO’s and State organs in crd;r to 

address the issue of the conflicts in this area and only focused on the Tegla ..orupc 

Peace Runs as an intervention mechanism. Iliis study focused on West Pokot and 

therefore its findings cannot be generalized to represent other peace initiatives that use 

sports The study was also constrained in terms of resources and time that would have 

been needed to collect more data on the same since, the district is too vast. However, 

these limitations were addressed through use a mixture of reliable secondary data and 

primary data that was cost effective to obtain and in a ihortei period.

c.



1.7 Definition of Terms

In iliis siudy the following lerms have ihc slated meanings:*

C.'uiilc Hustling - A ihcmauc type of conflict that features promptly in this study Jt 

represents the struggle among the pastoralists over thr possession of cattle, which 

huve been stolen, and re-stolen (Pkalya cl u l. 2004).

Conflicts -It refers to disagreements between two or more jieoplr, grojps cr 

Communities It can be a disagreement over the use of natural resources such as 

water, pasture and grazing I .and. or disputes over ownership of livestock, land or even 

domestic quarrels (Pkalya et al.. 2004).

Conflict resolution ts more comprehensive term, which implies that the deep rooted 

sources of conflict arc addressed and transformed This implies dial behaviour is no 

longei violent and ihc structure of conflict arc addressed and transformed.

North Kilt Region of Kenya -Refer to the area comprising primarily it the 

following administrative districts that he generally on the North of the Cire.il Rift 

Valley, that is; Furkana. West Pokoi. Trans- Nzoia. Uasin Gishu. Marakwei. Ilaringn 

and Samhuin (Mwnniki ct a).. 2CKJ7 19).

Peace building -Peace building involves a lull langc of approaches, processes, aiu 

singes needed for transformation toward more sustainable, peaceful relationships aiu. 

governance modes and structures (ItouirovGhuli. 19921.

Small Arms and Light Weapons (SALW) -Small arms include revolvers sell 

loading pistols, rifles and light machine guns; and light weapons include heavy 

machine guns, hand- held under* barrel and mounted grenade launchers, poi table anti 

aircraft guns portable anti- tank guns, recoilless rifles . portable launchers for a rcrafi 

and anti* tank rockets and missile systems and mortars of calibre less ihnn 100mm 

The category also includes the different kinds of ammunitions and explosives such as 

bullets, missiles, grenades, etc that arc usually used with ihc above weapons (Anup. 

2007).

Sports-All forms of physical activity dial contribute to physical fitness, mental well- 

being and social interaction, such as play, recreation, organized or competitive sport, 

and indigenous spoits and games (UN Inler-Agcncy Task Force on Sport for 

Development and Peace 2003)



CHAPTER TW O

LITERATURK REVIEW  AND TH EO R ETIC A L REVIEW

2.U Introduction

IT»c purpose of this literature review and theoretical framework is to set tfc study 

subject in a btxxidn context through investigation of relevant literntmes, other studies 

and theories It covers in detail the concept of sports, uml jieace building, tluough 

sports a global perspective, the role of sports in peace building in Kenya and other 

countries in Africa, sports as a non-verbal means of peaceful communication, and 

instrument of culture, the process ol peace building, and measures for a peaceful 

community, and factors responsible for conflict in rive North Rift part Kenya The 

theories used in the study arc conflict theory and social control theory

2.1 The Concept of Sports, and Peace building

Peace building refers to policies, programmes and associated efforts to restore 

stability and effectiveness of social political and economic institutions in the wake of 

a war or some other cataslrophic/dehilitating events. Peace building generally tends to 

create and assure the conditions for positive peace. The concept of |>eacc building was 

formerly introduced by former United Nation secretary general Butrous Gliali (1992) 

in his work “an Agenda lor Peace" (United Nations, 2003). The concept of peace 

building lias now gamed wide spread acceptance in academic and policy circles. Since 

the 1990's many efforts have been made to manage conflict but these efforts lave not 

been maiorly successful hence creating a need for peace building work.

Allhough he referred to post conflict situations, bouirous (ihali identified a range of 

peace building programmes including co operative projects that not only contribute to 

economic and social development bill also enhance confidence that is so fundamental 

to peace. More specifically. (Ihali mentions activities focusing of Agriculture, 

transportation, resource management, cultural exchanges, educational programs, 

projects uml simplification of visa icgimes. live existence ot a relationship Ivtween 

security and development is an accepted tenet/ characteristics m peace building and 

the implication of these mutually reinforcing relationships are considerable
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Since positive development cannot lie attained without peace, the UN lias la inched 

sevcrul Initiatives woildwide to promote I'eace, in Libena. peace building support 

office was established under the department of political affairs, and it began its 

operations in 1990‘s. The same initiative was slatted in Guinea Bissau and later to 

Central African Republic. Peace building however, involves a wide range of activities 

that calls for inclusive participation internationally, regionally and at the community.

Such initiatives have revolved around several areas including disarmament 

demobilization and integration programmes, providing humanitarian relief to victims, 

protecting human rights, ensuring security and related services, establishing nen 

violent modes of resolving present and future conflict, fostering reconciliation among 

various patties in u conflict, providing psychosocial trauma healing services to victims 

«il severe atrocities, issues of repatriating refugees and resettling of I D Ps. aiding in 

economic reconstruction, building and maintaining operational institutions to provulc 

such services, coordinating the numerous roles of internal and external pa ties 

involved in such efforts. Although isolated partial element of such a concept of Peace 

building has been implemented to alleviate the consequences of past conflict, th: 

integration of this complex model of processes is a relatively new phenomenon.

Peace building initiatives have been complicated by the changing nature of svat and 

increasing frequency of intra-state conflict. The opposing actions and hostile emotions 

are teal hallmarks of human’s conflicts. Dialogue is an integral port of peace building, 

the wamng panics return to wheie they departed first and negotiate for mutual 

adjustments Negotiations can be shoit or protiactcd starting with the third piny 

facilitators Ade|x> (2005). In negotiations the third parlies play a supporting role, at 

times using significant leverages. Mediation, arbitration, consultancy and dialogue 

pose as the major success direction tosvards tcstotiug peace.

Sports play a vital role in modem contemporary society. Its prominence in the mcdit 

which devotes considerably more coverage to sport than politics or economics 

demonstrates ns expansion during the Inst century This phenomenon has had 

different impacts on the development of nations, cultures and communities For the 

•najority of people, spon forms an integral part of life whether as active participants 

01 passive spectators Sports air not only .1 physical activity but an area where people
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interact socially. Jarvie and Maguire (1994) state that sports and leisure activities 

form an integral part »>f social life in all communities and arc intricately linked to 

society and politics Sport is also praised for its important role tn the cm ol the New 

Millennium Development Goals and globalization It is seen as a n>ol foi conflict 

prevention, peace building and development by United Nations agencies It tins 

contest. s|>oris is seen by many as a more cosl-cffeclive approach for dealing with 

social problems than correcting the consequences of aggression, crime, violence, and 

abuse through police, correctional or social services Aspects of sport are jften 

emphasised .is fuvounng its use as a tool for social integration and peace bui ding 

processes heiwccn parties of different cultural backgrounds (Harms, 1982 6)

In drawing the relationship between |ieace and sports, the ancient Olympic festival 

developed an association with |>eace. and suggests that the peace association .jrew 

stronger as ihc Games maimed Olympism is an inner faith of a man in himself, a 

constant effort of physical and intellectual enhancement Treating others as eqiu Is is 

highlighted in sports given that the Olympic ideology which comprises a lelercnce to 

a foundational myth with ilie body culture of ancient Greece and the idea of us revival 

in modernity, and llic mission of spoil in promoting health, character and peace

The athletic contests ai ancient Olympia were primarily intended for the rcligous 

purpose of attracting pilgrims and especially the attention of ihc gods; the effects of 

such gatherings transcended the irligious however, and apparently resulted in feel ngs 

of community and .solidarity among those gathered. The Olympic sanctuaiy was a 

special place in which diverse peoples, who might otherwise be Grangers or cneit ics. 

come together for a common puiposc, and the Olympic Gaines were separate from 

worldly concerns and conflicts, litis is u good example of how Olympic sport taight 

•he ancient Hellenes something about peace by obliging them to set aside ihcii 

conflicts, treat others as equals, and tolerate difference.

Prom a contemporary peispcctive. ihc (IOC) claims it has the power to spread peace 

among nations In I9|9. the contemporary Olympic foundet de Couberlin spoke of 

•'ll spoils for all" reflecting on the theme of humanism Since dc Ooubeitin. 

Olympism has hern associated with well-being, education. Ite.ilih and ihc physical 

“»d intellectual development of human kind L>e Couberlin sought io employ sp.sr as
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itn effective diplomatic tool that would bring people together and ultimately 

contribute to world peace. Even in dc Coubertin's lime lie sought "peace among 

nations'* and saw spotting participants as ambassadors of peace. He tried to establish 

interaction lieiwcen nations united by enthusiasm for peace and an internationalism 

that would set a ceremonial seal on their peaceful ambitions. De Couliei tm was of the 

opinion that the building up of trans- cultural tolerance was a pre requisite tc lessen 

the chance of war stimulating prejudices against the customs of othei nations.

Modern Olympism according to (IOC) and conceived by de Coubcrtin was built on 

tliiee pillars; elite spoils, ethics and peace. In the modern Olympic Games since 1933. 

the truce demands that nations follow the athletes’ example and put aside their 

political differences at least for the duration of the games. Olympic style spoit can 

cultivate peaceful attitudes in three ways: first, by carving out space and time lot 

putting aside conflicts (truce and friendship), second, by treating individuals as equals 

under the mlrs of the game (equality and fair play) and third, by tolerating and even 

celebrating differences (mutual undeistanding and solidarity) Given the rhetoiic from 

scholarly claims of Olympism and peace, it seems many institutions have attempted to 

contribute hi enhancing (he discourse of peace and Olympism

The Salt I.ake City Round Table Forum was organised by the Canada based 

humanitarian organisation "Right to Play" with the collahoiaiion of the IOC and the 

United Nations with parallels to the 2002 winter Olympic Games. The report of the 

Salt l.uke City round table forum (2002) states that their major outcome was the 

establishment of the United Nation's (UN) Inter Agency Task Force on Spoil for 

Development and Peace to promote equality through sports as an idea for peace 

building llie UN Intel Agency Task Force Re|xut (2003) highlights the importance 

ol integration of sport for development and peace in the development agendas of I IN 

agencies, governments and national and international development organisations. In 

addition, they recommend the mobilization of resources amongst UN agencies, 

governments and sport organisations for Spoil foi Development and Peace 

programmes. “Right to Play" hosted the Athens round table forum with the 

collaboration of ihe IOC und the United Nations in parallel with the 2(KM Athens 

Olympic Games.
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Tlic Alliens Round Table Forum (2(XW) states iliat the major outcome ol' the* forum 

was the establishment of the International working group on Sport for development 

and peace Hie main aim of this group is to produce a best practice collection of spoil 

for development and peace Initiatives and to develop guidelines lot inclusion cf spoil 

for development in national programmes and policies leading to national policies on 

sport for development and peace

It is also evident that National Olympic Committees play a vital role in promoting 

peace TV  Netherlands Olympic Committee with the collaboration of the 

Confederation ol Sports and the Dutch Ministry of Health. Welfare and Sport i.nd the 

Dutch National committee foi International Cooperation and Sustainable 

Development hosted the Nest Step Amsteidain Sports for Peace conference in 200.T. 

the Itia/vaville Declaration Report (2007) highlights that the IOC. the associa ion ot 

National Olympic Committees of Africa and the African Union have proposed to join 

their efforts with those of governments. N(i()\ and private partners to create a fund 

for sport and peace initiatives.

2.2 TYgla lorupr Peace Run

Tcgla Lorupe is a former long distance runner who like other Kenyan athletes, rose 

from nothing to everything through her sporting caieer. this is expounded on her 

foundation website (http // tcglajieacrfourHlation.org) she has won a number of 

accolades in the world.
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Table 2.1: The Achievements of Tegln Lorupe

Year tournament Venue Result Event

1992 (llympics Barcelona. Spam 17th 10,000m

1993 World Championships Stuttgart. Germany 4th 10,000m

1995 World Championships Gothenburg, Sweden 3rd 10.000m

19% Olympics Atlanta. United States full lO.COOm

1997
World Half Marathon Championships Kotice, Slovenia

1st Individual

2nd Tea ri

Wor ld Championships Gothenburg. Sweden 6ih lO.COOm

I99X World Half Marathon Championships Zorich, Switzerland
1st Individual

1st Team

1999
World Half Marathon Championships Palermo. Italy

1st Individual

1st Team

World Championships Seville. Spain 3rd 1(1,000m

2000 Olympics Sydney. Australia
13th Mar.ithon

5th KMKIOm

Source hup:// lcglupeacefoutulaUon.org)

Tcgla Low pc hails from Pokol communily, whete the neighboring pastorjhst, 

Turkana, Murukwet, Sahmy. Karamojong and Tobosa arc ever battling each othei 

over cattle raiding, these region according to Wamlcri (2008) guns have been 

changing hands openly as one is expected to own and keep Ins own gun foi personal 

and community security. This prompted her hi 2003 to initiate Tcgla Lorupe Peace 

Kacc <11.PR), the race is an annual event organized by the Tegla Tcgla Lorupe peace 

foundation (TLPF) with the aim of creating harmony and inlegiation.

D»c peace run carries the vision *A Peaceful. Prosperous anil Just World in winch 

Sports t\ n Unifying factor', the goal is to restore peace among warring pastcrolists 

through spoils and eieate a difference in the lives of the less privileged .bidding 

social relations, induce tiust among the warring communities, and showcase sj*>iis us 

an alternative economic livelihood factor.
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2.3 W arrior’s participation in the peace run

Over 2000 warriors and elite athletes participate in wliat has become one of th.1 world 

unique races that attract external donors in a huge way Wanden (2007) the race attract 

ministers, MPs . ambassadors .high commissioners, corporate heads and oilier 

dignitaries in gracing the race. Describing the peace run held in I4"‘ November. 201W 

1‘ilipih (2009) posits that visitors to kapengurui would have been extremely worried 

over the report about presence o f over 2.000 warriors however, these warriors came 

to denounce cattle rustling and join the rest of the world in promoting |>eacc .Several 

cattle rustlers have l>cen converted to lieing international athletes courtesy of this race 

. Tegla loaipe peace run (Peace Bulletin, 2005) gives a case of a cattle lustier by live 

name Mark Loktare who trailed his AK 47 fot training kit and has since reverted to a 

normal life vowing to train hard in Older to earn living without killing or stealing, this 

is a clear demonstration of the potency of sport* in bringing peace.

2.4 O ther stakeholder’s participation

In supporting the initiative of Tegla Loiupe peace run several organizations, C'xtam, 

International Association Athletics l-cdeuiion (IAAF), Athletics Kenya (AK). Coca 

Cola. Standard Chartered Bank. Kenya Red Cross Society, utnong many others have 

partnered to sponsor the initiative .

Representative from these organizations, former international athletes and 

amlmssadors arc invited to give key speeches during the peace run. Tegla Lorup*. in 

b«*r speech in 20"' November 2004 said, 'last year, we all congregated here dunag the 

inaugural peaie rare and we saw how variola communities come together in an 

atmosphere o f peace, the same peace was obxcr cd though out the year it is my 

sincere hope that this year's race has. and will go a long way in improving inter 

Community and a cross border relotions in this wist, ragged, and marginalized 

countryside' This demons!rates peace messages that ate conveyed during the peace 
runs

■fc
Another speaker Dr Emmanuel Saylor (lecturer) called on the pastoralisi to diversify 

•hen sources of income beyond animal keeping. Let us not invest in rows only hut 

•dso in assets that can bring us more profits." le t  us desist from the popular belie)
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that all mws on earth belongs to its film  mentiilily has for many years lx*en shglec 

out as the reason why pastoralist engage in caltlc raids; ostensibly to "return" llieii 

animals,

2.5 Stakeholder’s forum

According In die report on the in'1' Tegla !<nrupe peace run 2011. states that prior to 

the peace run a consultative stakeholders forum bringing togedter gove nment 

representative, peace organization to local resident. to take stoke of peace hut ding 

rffoi i in the region and deliberate on the way forward, the report further posit that 

over 500 people attended consultative forum.. They included peace representatives 

and reformed warriors from the Pokot community. Turkana, Sabiny. Mamkwct. 

Southern Sudan and the cosmopolitan communities from Trans-Nzoin The forum is 

divided in two sessions: morning and afternoon. The morning session is dedicated to 

die invited dignitaries, partners and donors to speak to the target audience (mainly 

warriors) und encourage them not to relent on peace building efforts The afternoon 

session is dedicated to discussion groups (among them warriors, women and other 

peace actors) to deliberate on issues regarding peace and development, and present 

then lesolutions to the plenary.

2.6 Peace building through Sports a Global Perspective

The contribution which sports lias played in other areas of development such as good 

health is undoubted, sports however, has continued to lie utilised in building peace 

amongst the conflicting groups . UN has recognised the opportunities of using spoils 

to harness peace and resolve conflicts, " Sports is a cost-effective tool for peace”

(UN. 2007)

Tins has for instance led to the use of sports iclnted activities as an integral part of 

nation building and to foster goodwill within local communities by u number of UN 

peacekeeping mission worldwide Kvnlsund, (2001) Sports works primarily by 

budging relationships across social, economic, und cultuial divides within society. 

•SUP IWG (2004). and hence, ii build a sense of shared identity and fellowship 

among groups that might otherwise he inclined to each other, with distrust hostility or 

violence. Similar views are shared by Coleman (1961). "Participation in tpoitx 

increases attachment between athletes and their teammates and coaches. These ies
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should reduce nmi-social behaviour by constraining individual tendencies t.s waids 

aggression and delinquency." The UN former secretary general. Kofi Annan, in one 

of his key speeches pointed out that ‘’Sports is a universal language, understood from 

Milan to Manilu. from Montreal to Montevideo, and that It engages and hi mgs tile- 

world together in a way few. if any other activity, can manage, and it has almost 

unmatched role to play in promoting understanding, healing wounds, mol ilizing 

support for social causes, and breaking down haulers'’.

Locully and internationally sports can solve those problems that politicians and 

militaries probably cannot. The author notes, not only has sport been recognized as a 

powerful apparatus, but the fundamental values of the sports and play alone have been 

acknowledged as very important elements in the building of a strong civil society and 

states where tolerance and friendship is being built. More than a conflict transforming 

tool, spoil has been granted the potential as a conflict-prevention measure, helping 

forestall processes that generate aggression, hatred and fear (Kvalsund. 200.1).

Sports can contribute broadly in building peace, notably, it brings people together, 

when this happens it is easy to engage them positively in dialogue, especially between 

conflicting groups, when properly adopted and designed spoils can contribute 

immensely in pulling crowds and engaging them in dialogue. SDP IWG (2001) states 

that, sports crrale opportunities for more social contacts, thus creating the necessary 

Infrastructure that help to build peace

When people come together to participate in spoils, they share experiences, in so 

doing participants from conflicting groups increasingly grow to feel that they are 

alike, rather than different Sports bridge relationship across social, economic und 

cultural divides wiihm society, und by building a sense of shared identity and 

fellowship among groups that might otherwise be inclined to treat each other with 

distrust, hostility or violence SDP IWG (2004) further says that, sports can serve .is a 

tool to advance demobilization and disarmament efforts and to support the often 

difficult reintegration of ex combatant, regular sport activities can help to address 

war-related tiaunia and promote healing by providing safe spaces for activitie s that 

enable victims of war to regain a sense of security and normalcy
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Spoils also offer an important means of reaching out and engaging socially excluded 

groups like women, children and die disabled within side spaces Spoils can also be 

used as a communication platform, globally sports is very popular, and thus it is an 

ideal and extremely powerful mass communication tool that can be used in promoting 

culture of peace. "Celebrity athletes , can be extremely influential as role models and 

\p<dispeople for peace and serve at limes as intermediaries between hostile nations 

In Bosnia and Herzegovina there are an Open Fun Football school which Ivgan in 

1098 and has since expanded into Macedonia. Serbia and Montenegro. Croatia. 

Armenia. Azerbaijan, Georgia. Lebanon. Jordan mid Syria. Open Fun Football 

Schools organizes grassroots children's football programs during school vaca ions. Ii 

aims lo promote reconciliation, social cohesion and co-operation between otherwise 

antagonistic population groups and in Bosnia and Herzegovina bus brought 

approximately ) 25,000 children aged 8-14 from across ethnic divides, to play ootball 

and have fun (Serena. 2008)

As concerns peace in South Africa, the South African Peace Players International 

(PPI-SA) established the Bridging Divides Program to break down race hauiers, 

educate children about health issues, and provide alternative* to crime in the 

KwaZulu-Natal province. The program brings together children and youth from 

different backgrounds to play basketball and forge positive relationships that 

transcend race, culture and religion. Young adults benefit from a Leadership 

Development Program that empowers them to make positive change in their 

communities and the lives of children they work with

In the Middle Last .Football for Peace (H P) initiative has helped in enhancing 

peace for instance there is a spoil-based coexistence project for Jewish and Arab 

Children and adults in northern Galilee, Israel, organized by the University of 

Brighton m partnership with the British Council Since 2001. Football 4 Peace tF IP) 

has been conducting sports programs foi Jewish and Arab children in towns and 

villages of the Galilee region of Northern Israel. 'The work of F4P builds upon the 

experiences or South Africa and Northern Ireland in ihat it seeks to make grassroots 

intervention* into the sport culture of Israel and Palestine while at the same lime 

making a contribution to political debates and policy development mound sport in the 

region.
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In Lilx-ria Right to play is an Initiative which has helped in ensuring peace a ter a 

devastating 15-year civil war that left people and communities in physical, economic 

and social disarray, Liberia is a country on the mend While the country works hud to 

rebuild villages, roads, and communications infrastructure, the children of I iboru arr 

learning dial inclusion, teamwork, and trust can play a crucial role in their own 

development loining millions around the world in celebration of International Diy <>t 

Peace, Right to Play Liberia kicked-off its second annual Peace Dream C m  on 

September 21. 2008 in Lofa County. Liberia. A two week football tournament was 

organized for children under 14 and demonstrated bow spoil initiatives can play an 

Important role and contribute towaid national peace-building initiatives by having 

youth come together and play (Right to play. 2010)

According to 'Sport and Peace" (pp. 212-246) The Ivory Coast Civil war in 2002 split 

the country between rebel-held north and government controlled south. Political 

Agreement was signed on 4 March 2007 and the country ts now m a post -cor flict 

phase. l;iK>tball. volleyball and basketball programs (along with local sports, gi met. 

and artistic activities), have been implemented in the Ivory Coast, m order to help 

children, youih and adult community, spurts to lx- a particularly important and ufrful 

tool because it gives people from different ethnic backgrounds a reason to gaihcr ami 

meet, as sports provides a safe and neutral ground to participate together (UNOSDP 

2009).

The FIFA Football for Mope is a key element of u strategic alliance, led by FIFA in 

its capacity as world football's governing body and street football world as the driving 

force behind a global network of non-governmental organisations, developing projects 

on the ground, in which football is the common denominator. The objective .»f the 

Football foi Hope movement is to bring together, support, advise and strengthen 

sustainable social ami human development programmes in the areas of pi ace 

promotion, children's rights and education, health promotion, anti-discrimination A 

social integration, and the environment. These programmes must be aimed at children 

and young people, and use fixnball ns an instrument to promote participation and 

dialogue The aim of Finjiball for Hope is to create a better future through the med urn 

of football



2.7 The Role of Sports in Peace Building in Kenya and other Countries in Africa

The Global Millennium l>evelopment Goals and the Magglingen Conference in 

December 200.5 both affirm sport as a "beacon of hope" for peace building ami 

development effort* throughout the world. The Magglingen Conference resolved to 

use sport, with due attention to cultural and traditional dimensions, to promote 

education, health, development and peace. Sport played a crucial role as a dynamic 

part of civil society in struggle against apartheid in south Africa. Allison (2000:69) 

remarks that "In few countries could institutions of civil society outflank and 

manipulate what appears to be a powerful state in this manner: in no other ouniry, 

perhaps, could sporting institutions have played so large a pari in forming the 

direction that the state would take.” In its’ struggle against an unjust systrn. sport 

was victorious.

Africa's transition to democracy has brought great progress to many of its people and 

numerous untold advances have l»een made in bridging past divisions. Howevet, 

many tensions ami inei|uiihtics arc still present that coniribute to the high level ol 

conflicts over a variety of issues ranging from employment, land, housing, scarcity of 

resources and facilities Ion years after the start of democracy in South Africa for 

instance, poverty is still rife. According to studies in 2002. 7y .r  of Cape I'own's 

township residents lived below the poverty rate of $45 a month. Youth are the most 

disadvantaged According to Molo Songologo. 60'£ of South Africa's children are 

presently living in absolute poverty.

Pie Derby Bosnia-1 lerzegovina community association ami the Zimbabwean 

Association football team both have provided opportunities for members of ihcir 

national community to participate in rcgulat team sports and in so doing, have built 

stronger l*»nd» within then own communities and greater oppoitunities for mutual 

social support. Stakeholders m both programmes indicated that bonding had 

overcome some of the ethnic, political and religious divides which were endemic in 

their country of origin The national Republic of Tanzania's Sport Development 

Deparimcnt has been paiticularly successful in using sport to address conflict among 

Tanzania's refugee population. Project* involved mixing refugee children from 

different groups in supervised sport ami play activities, encouraging them to foim
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friendships across ethnic and cultural Irouiuluncs and building in conflict prevention 

messages and skill building.

In Kenya Sports and peace initiatives me common, for instance there arc Street .‘.occei 

to promote peace hi Nairobi. A street soccer to promote peace and reconciliation was 

held in Nairobi on June the 14th, 2008 The UN Habitat. UNICEF and Safer World 

sponsored the match, who brought together eight teams, one from each of Nairobi’s 

eight Districts (UNICEF, 2008). The event targeting mainly the youth was meint to 

promote team spirit, showcase talent, and share ideas on income generating activities 

and leadership skills. In between the matches, peace and reconciliation messages were 

staged through theatrical activities and music Before the matches, the youth heir, road 

shows to preach peace in areas worst affected by the post 2007 election

There is also Sport league by World Vision as part of its long-term plan for peace

building und reconciliation in Kenya. Christian aid agency World Vision has been 

establishing sports leagues to help address deep-rooted ethnic issues that have 

contributed to violence in the country fot more than a month. According to World 

Vision's emergency. I lumanltoi ian und development agencies need to focus o i  the 

issues that have divided this country ovet the years. One way World Vision provides 

social and psychological support to Kenyans affected by the violence Is by organizing 

sports leagues designed to help heal existing wounds

Another initiative is “Kenya Youth S|x»rts4|*eace & Reconciliation Project" It is 

currently nm by Care, an international NGO. under a "sport for social change 

program". The protect give approximately 60 Kenyan youth, displaced through e hnic 

violence, an opportunity to engage with each other in inicrculturu! dialogue 

reconciliation through Spori activity and workshops. In a 5 day senes of spoils events 

and skills and Counselling workshops at an Internally Displaced People's can p in 

Eldorct. Kenyu, the project aimed to empower youths with the capacity to embrace 

peaceful conflict resolution through sports and to equip them with skills in using 

popular sports and Educational Development Theatre as animation tools for Peace 

building, participation and cross-cultural understanding. Die mam activities were 

friendly soccer, netball, volleyball, handball matches, a special road race through
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post-election violence affected arcus in Eldoret and a workshop to train youth group 

leaders on the use of sports and oilier creative (Serena 2008)

The "Sport Based Child Protection, Peace and Reconciliation Project” The project, 

sponsored by Safe the Children UK was implemented by KESOFO in collaboration 

with several I IN agencies. IDP camp managers and many other local and international 

organizations. Tire Kenya Community Sportt Fouiulation (KESOFO) ts a 

humanitarian nongovernmental oiganization. led by sportsmen in Kenya, with the 

goal of delivering programs of sport for health and social cohesion, specifically 

targeted at children, the youth and adults living in situations of disadvantage in both 

mh.m and ruial areas. KESOFO promotes sport as a medium of health, training and 

social cohesion lire overall puiposc of KESOFO is to promote a culturally sensitive 

"spoils for all" (Serena. 2008).

2.8 Spurts as u Nnn-verbul Means of Peaceful Communication, and Instrument 

of Culture

There is a widespread notion that linguistic and cultural barriers are more easily 

overcome in sport than in other aieas of social life. For this reason, spoit is often 

relentd to as the "conveyor of cuituie of the most accessible symbolism." 

(Giehenhain. 1995:167 and Harms in Adolph. Hock. 1985: 61) They share these 

views, stating dial, spoil is marked by a simple and easily comprehensible form of 

symbolism, which makes it possible to eliminate linguistic barriers and other 

obstacles to interaction Sport, with its primarily non verbal and immediately 

comprehensible interactions, is therefore particularly suited as a medium for 

overcoming feelings of socio-cullural unfamiliarity and ‘otherness' (Sliiwc. 1984: 

303)

In Africa, however, it is not all that easy to “eliminate linguistic barriers and otliet 

obstacles to interaction.” Language play* a major iolr in Africa, in the sense that as 

an unintentional “sub-ten," it indicates that the speaker belongs to a particular group 

Multi-lingual coaches, trainers and teachers remain essential to the promotion of 

mulli-cultiiralism within sport S|H»rts programmes arc occasions of collective 

expci irncc and direct physical contact. Sport is also rcgaidcd as a possible toil of 

social interaction because it occasions collective experiences, as well ns circct
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physical contact, between the participants. According to Harms, people jointly 

participating in active sport, especially in team sports, enter into "direct physical 

contact” with one another, which practically provoke* "ilie emergence of intensive 

interpersonal relationships'* (Harms, 10X2:7).

Fa tension o f sports will create opportunities for greater contuct between cultural 

groups and communities. Such an imitative, if properly organized and structured, 

would foster understanding across cultures and build cohesion between communities. 

The logistic framework of the undertaking should ensure a kind of interaction and 

exchange which will enable the participants to generate mutual acceptance and 

tolerance, and to reduce the feeling of “bodily otherness " In earlier studies, dance 

and traditional games were found to be effective media for overcoming nitial 

obstacles or harriers to interaction (Krnn, 2003:155)

As an Instrument of culture.sports "displays the gieutcst number of common features, 

which transcend specific cultures " As Harms points out. this commonality c ualities 

sport us a pre-eminent aiea for imerculturul exchange und communication fHarms. 

10X2:6) SlOwc (1084 303) describes spoit as an "instrument ol culture of 

international character” because of its world-wide presence, which ensures that its 

tides arc known to memlieis of practicully all cultures However, tn Africa obstacles 

to community development and peace building include ethnic prejudices, roe $m and 

Xenophobia, altitudes which were ingrained by apartheid, but which continue to exist 

even after the transition to democracy and undermine efforts for building mor * caring 

communities.

I he problem is compounded by the fact that success in team sports docs not depend 

on personal contacts or friendships between team members. Matches between tours 

or players do not necessarily improve altitudes. Coakley and Lewis lieliev; that 

normal contests quite frequently reinforce prejudices held by playcis and/oi spectators 

(ibid 1990:220). RrOskump is of the opinion that a meeting of cultures on the spors 

field can lead to the hardening of persistent prejudices (Rrdskamp. 1993:185).

Joint programmes of mass-based sport for all population groups, as suggested above, 

should therefore be established, und the cultural heritage of the various population
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groups should Sc included. In doing so, consideration should be given to  &ocio- 

niilliropologicnl factors, (such us age. gioup membership, language, religion), as well 

as to the perception of any particular sport in a particular community (past experience, 

level of competence, significance of sport in the particular community, etc.) The 

above points illustrate the complexity of the African situation, and the problem s 

inherent in creating sports opportunities that fail to consider the broader complexities 

and challenges of transformation. community development and peace building. Spot i 

programmes can take us forward as a nation, but if not properly conceived and 

managed, can reinforce old prciudiccs. stereotypes ami divisions.

2.‘> The process of Peace building, and Measures for a Peaceful Community

According to Lcdcroch (1997) peace building is more than post-conflict 

reconsituciiou, peace building encompasses, generates, and sustains a full array ol 

processes, approaches, and stages needed to transform a conflict toward u more 

susluinuhle. peaceful relationship Peace building is described as involving a range of 

activities and structures before, during, and aftei formal peace agreements between 

parties. Preventing and resolving conflict before it results in violence is far less costly, 

both in human ami financial terms, than irsponding to it once it has occurred. Action 

to address the underlying causes of conflict include strengthening governance, 

improving access to human lights, economic and social development, destruction o f 

weapons and developing a culture of peace Peace building therefore is lengthy 

process dial requires climate foi tolerance and respect for each other

Dialogue is key in peace building and Mao/ (2<KW) Males that it Is process through 

which sides deal with disagreement or conflict between them through expressing 

themselves, listening to the other, atul taking in 01 empathizing with the emotions, 

expet tcnccs. views, and values of tire oilier. Through such dialogues, the sides come 

to construct themselves and the other differently, extending the boundaries of the self 

and including parts of the other within the self, and thus including the oilier within the 

realm ol relational moral icsponsibilily. Perceptions and relations to the other are 

transformed, and greater understanding, acceptance, and connectedness to the 

experiences and the positions of the other are formed .The need to reconcile 

differences and move forward is important in peace building, “it consolidate peace.
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break* the cycle of violence and strengthen newly established or reintroduced 

democratic institutions (Huycc. 2003)

Sports also have impacts on young people, for instance even though many attempts to 

resolve conflicts through either introducing various subjects to the school curriculum 

or enhancing them, the "language of sport" and games overwhelms ethnic distance 

and assists social changes. The importance o f improving social skills among the next 

generation has been stressed by educators The pro-social benefits through sport 

which help to develop personal qualities such as team work, fair play and cluuuctcr. 

helping to develop the individual better able to operate in. and contribute to society. 

Therefore, it is important to spread the concept of peace through sport into a lurge and 

young population. The Olympic Games is a world event which attracts participation 

ignoring religion, language, race or creed Therefore, it is opportune to adopt .ports 

that include fair ploy, tolerance, team work and humanism inherent in the philosophy 

of Olympism as a learning model. The "philosophy of Olympism" as the most 

prestigious concepi in the sport arena, can be employed to install positive values and 

connect different ethnic groups, simultaneously. Hie quality of universalism of 

Olympic values which helps to spread positive values amongst all nations i.i also 

vital here. Piaget's theory places "action and self directed problem solving" it the 

heart of learning development

Promotion of Olympic values in Primary education of a conflict affected country will 

therefore help primary children to acquire fundamental social skills and improve 

ethical values. For example, they will understand the diversity of a multia Itural 

society, and learn how to respect each oilier anti spread the concept of social col esion 

ami sustainability through a child friendly learning environment When Olympic 

education is integrated with highly practical based Physical Rducation in sclu ol% it 

will extend the opportunities for children to participate actively in classroom ami 

outdoor activities.

This will also trigger respected individual differences and promoted children's 

wellbeing Arguably, implementing Olympic education as a subject in the primary 

school curriculum will enhance peace among the nexi generation. Noi only youths but 

also adults should realise the worth of sports programmes in encouraging positive
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icsponscs 10 the challenges of family life Howevci, many countries promote sports 

activities lor the family in an unsystematic way and those activities are not instructed 

by professionals Therefore, it is important to organise family Icisuie programmes ami 

physical activities as a national programme that every family mcml>er is obliged to 

participate in to avoid self surveillance.

Such family sport programmes can lie developed prominently into community events 

lo avoid social distraction, and as a force for integration among different cultu es For 

instance, indigenous people and gypsies in certain communities discriminate against 

tribesmen and tribeswomen who embrace new transformation in their lives 

Therefore, it is vital to implemeni sports programmes to overcome differences within 

ethnic groups around gender, social class and casts, and change stereotype* among 

people and effect socialisation. To successfully implement these sports programmes, 

moie spon facilities should be available for die public This has important 

implication! for laud use i.e. school grounds for community sports after iclioo . 

Therefore, u is necessary for the ministries of Sport, Environment, Education, and 

lleallh to he coordinated effectively while tasking collahorativcly. Non Govcinm-ntal 

Organisations also cun play a vital role organising such events foi ihr public. Ilien, 

those spon programmes can he enhanced as national and continental events to 

establish social reproduction peace through sport

2.10 f  actors responsible for conflict in the North Rift part Kenya

The North Rift region of Kenya lias been lefi behind generally; the basic 

infrastiucliirc to the basic amenities has been poor. Mwuniki <7 at. (2007:19) this 

region suffers from developmental and educational neglect.* Me further, notes that the 

North rift region, shares characteristics of pastoralisi poverty with othci and land 

Districts such as Marsabit. Moyalc and Districts of the North Eastern Province. Hie 

People of North Rift arc largely pastoralist; their livelihood is dependent on livestock 

(caitlc. goats, sheep and camel), they arc therefore, in constant search of water and 

pasture lor their livestock, which account for approximately 70 per cent of the 

National livestock herd (CioK. 2006).

While moving from place to place in seatch of pasture and water, they also transcend 

die international borders as noted by Jones el al (2009) “theii movement is not
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confined to Kenya alone. Inn transcends international boundaries into Ethiopia. 

Sudan. Somalia, und Uganda" lliesc movements cross bolder and inter- regional 

often lends to conflicts ovei water and pasture. Mwaniki el al. (2009) further n>Mc that, 

the inhabitants of the North Rift. Pokot. Ttirkana. Marakwet. and Sambu-ii have 

historically clashed over animals, pasture and water. Cattle's rustling is a majni 

cultural activity in the North rift. It is part and parcel of their traditional ti ink-takings 

and practices. It has been a major source of conflicts in llie aica Traditionally, cattle 

rustling were mainly associated with rites of passage into adulthood, the newly 

initiated men took port in cattle raids to demonstrate their prowess anti valour. Such 

raids were also organized to raise the dowry paid to bride's parents. Further, the raids 

served to restock a community's livestock especially after a dry spell NCCK (

The mum weapons that were used were spears, bows and arrows, the lives and 

livelihoods of tlve people was not fundamentally affected since raids were not fatal 

and frequent as it is currently Presently, cattle rustling has been commercialised, 

"Raids are well planned and executed with military precision characterized by the use 

of modern and destructive weapons" (NCCK. 2009).

Some members of the communities realised that with guns, they could make more 

money by lending them out. tn addition to facilitating more cattle raids, consequently 

more and mote money. The invention of ‘money economy' in the North Rift region 

has thus taken the region into commoditisation of all us activities" (Mwaniki ct al.. 

2007-19)

Some politicians further encourage cattle rustling foi then political interests, as they 

make money through the practise (NCCK. 2009). This has aggravated the menace and 

conflict m the region, in attempting to end the cattle rustling, piovinci.il 

administrator's elders and police have developed some home-grown ways to contain 

the menace, notably, 13 commandments (Standard 25 March 201 I i The first rule is in 

impose a line of 4 goats for each stolen goal The mimhei was ailived at. hosing on 

the legs of animals. Tins implies to all the livestock. In bid to avert met lents of 

murder dining livestock expeditions, a line of forty livestock will l*c paid by i person 

responsible for murder while twenty cows are paid for injuries sustained (Standard 25 

March 2011).
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Kaincnju further, observed that “all the males aped 15 years and above are armed 

each with at least one firearm.” (Jims are acquired for between Kenya shilling.* 7,000- 

20.000 (USD 95- 270. Euro 76-216) from the neighbouring communities of S idait, 

Uganda. Somalia, or Ethiopia, where civil woi is eilhet just ending oi still racing 

Mwaniki et al., (2007) Ibis has transformed cattle rustling from a traditional srcciice 

to a highly organised crime.

Hie primary dement in raids is that the cattle .stolen are taken to urban centre where 

they arc slaughtered and sold as beef. On the othci hand, issues relating to the laud 

tenure, has been the cause of conflicts in the North Rift, the displacement o ' the 

indigenous African population to give room to the white settlers as noted by the 

UNHCR (2001) forced majorities of the people to move from their land, to other 

region, thousands of people were permanently displaced, it has been demonstrated 

that local land conflicts can erupt into large scale civil strife and political movement 

(Andie anti Plulleaii, 1098)

Huggins (200X) illustrate the fact that land ownership in Kenya . access and use has 

been skewed since colonial limes, this compounded with rapid population growth, 

environmental degradation, and slow economic development have put pressure or the 

livestock keepers to produce more food on a declining resource- base People of the 

North Rift feel (hat they have been ignored by the state agents: they see themselves as 

«eg/«.7rt/. uhtuuionrti and just hy themselves (Kituyi. 1990).

I his social exclusion results to conflicts, the Noitli Rift districts arc among the ten 

poorest districts in Kenya in all development indices, school enrolment arc far Mow 

the national average and majority of the people depend on relief food and arc 

malnourished (Mwaniki et al., 2007:37).

2.11 Theoretical Framework

2.11.1 Conflict theory

Conflict theory, originated from the work of Karl Marx, it argues that the society is 

comprised of people with conflicting interests Thus, there is conflict between several 

groups m the society: for example conflict between the rich against the poor men 

against women . employers against employees, among others. Marx postulates that the
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main cause of conflict in the society is struggle ovci economic resources (Bohm un*| 

Halley. 1906:90)

Williams (2001) pustulates that various scholars have over the years reasoned tli.i, 

different factors cause conflict in the society. For instance, according to W Ilian, 

Ronger conflict is caused by competition under economic self interest in capitalist)) 

where the rich seek to accumulate more wealth against the pooi.

According to Siegel (1083:234), Thorstcn Sellin posit that conflict in the society 

originates from conflict of norms that diffeicnt people hold, where every sub-culture 

in the society holds its own uonns He further opines that, lack of norms that urc 

acceptable to all gioups in the society acute conflict because nouns arc iul*.s ol 

conduct thus where there is no consensus culture conflicts arise.

Tire conflicts in the North Rift Region is caused by cattle rustling, this ninety 

postulates that they arr caused by fights foi resources, clash in the cultures of (hr 

communities in the region, and by differences arising from usage of the scarce 

lesources commonly available in the area, and shared by all the communities

2.11.2 Structural Functionalism Theory

Functionalism is the oldest and dominant conceptual perspective in society 

Functionalism has its roots m the organicisin (C'onuc) ol early 19th century. 

Orgamcism ol Comte (and later that of Spencer and Durkheim) influenced the 

functional anthropologists Malinowski and Rcdcliffc Brown Durkheim'g timeless 

analysis and Weber's emphasis on social taxonomies (ideal types) began to shape 

modcrn/comcmporary structural perspective (Barnard. 2000).

Struciur.il Functioniilism is a broad perspective in sociology and anthropology, wit ich 

interprets society as structuie with interrelated parts Functionalism addresses the 

society as a whole in terms of function ot its constituent elements such as non r»s. 

customs, traditions, institutions etc Social structures are stressed and placed ut the 

center o f analysis and social functions are deduced from these structures (HolmwoOd. 

2005)
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According to Structural-functionalism (often puraphrused "Functionalism"), society in 

an organism, a system of parts, all of which serve a function logeihei for the overall 

effectiveness and efficiency of society Structural-functionalism is n consens ». tlieor). 

a theory that sees society as Innlt upon order, interrelation, and balance among parts 

as a means of maintaining the smooth functioning of the whole. St uctural- 

Functionalism views shared norms and values as the basis of society, focuses on 

social order based on tacit agreements between groups and organizations, uid views 

social change as occurring in a slow and orderly fashion. Functionalists acknowledge 

that change is sometimes necessary to coned social dysfunctions (the oj*jmsiie of 

functions), bill that it must occnt slowly so that people and institutions can adapt 

without lupul disorder

Hie set of theories that differs most significantly from Functionalism is Oonflid 

TVnry C'onflici theories cmphasi/c the dominance of some social gi« up# ovci 

others, view xoclul order us maintained by manipulation and control by dominant 

groups, and see social change as occurring rapidly and in a disorganized fashion, with 

subordinate gioups needing lo overthrow dominant groups in order to create equality 

and change in the system. In these ways, conflict theory is almost the diteci opposite 

of functionalism (Holmwood, 2fK>5».

.Structural Functionalism makes 7 main assumptions. These assumptions focus on 

several levels of analysis |society, community, individual, social unit (e.j.. family, 

organizations)!

Systems have a property of order and an interde|»endcncc of pails and societies and 

mxiaI units aie held together by cooperation and orderliness.

Systems lend toward self-maintaining order, or cquilibtium Societies and wxinl unit.; 

work best when they function smoothly a.s an organism, witli all parts workii g toward 

the "natural" or smooth working of the system 

The system may be static or involved m an ordered process of clungc.

The nature of one part of the system bus an impact on the form that the othci pans can 

take.

Systems maintain boundaries within their environments Natural (external i 

environments are scpaiate but adapt to each other. The same dynamic occuri within
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societies and/or social unii.s -  if one or more partis .significantly conflicts with ethers, 

oilier* must adapt.

Allocation and integration are two fundamentiil processes necessary for a given state 

of equilibrium within a system Division of luhor and positions help maintain balance; 

each part interrelates to create efficiency and harmony; the most capable individual; 

must lx* motivated to fill the most important roles/positions

Systems lend toward self-maintenance involving control of boundaries and 

relationships of parts to the whole, control of the environment, and control ._> 

tendencies to change the system from within

Functionalism focuses on the large-scale social institutions like "society" as a whole 

It focuses on grand-scalc phenomena and pays little attention to individual agency and 

personality development In contrast, micro theories (like symbolic inteructionismi 

focus more oil individuals and their everyday interactions with others and small-scale 

social groups/organi/altons. Finally, functionalists argue that in order for society to 

function, it has to place and motivate individuals to occupy the necessary positions i 

the social structure There arc two main ways society does this; by instilling in ifu 

proper individuals the desire (motivation) to fill certain positions and offering then 

appropriate lewnrds so that they maintain desire to fulfill their (difficult) position.* 

(Turner, Jonathan and Jan Stet.s, 2005)

2.11.3 Applications of Structural Functionalism

Stiuclural-Funciionalisis see education as contributing to the smooth functioning ol 

society Educational systems train the most qualified individuals for the most socially 

important positions Education teaches people not only the skills and thinking skil s 

to maximize then potential, but also teaches them to l>e good citizens and get along 

with others. They would not see education us contributing to inequality (along class, 

race, gender, etc. lines) but rather as serving the positive function of the overall 

society

As in Duiklieim’s article, Slniclural Functionalists view ciinie as a necessary part of 

society Through public outrage and legal punishment, the majority of people m a 

given society recognize, accept, and adheie to a shared set of moral guidelines and 

rules. Without crime, there would he no legal system or sliuied morals hi dim society 

As well, a stable crime rate is a sign of a liealthy society. If tlie crime rate gel; to.*



high, people will lose trust and solidarity. If the crime rate is too low. this suggest? 

that people ore either living under an authoritarian stutc (and have no freedom and 

individuality) or there are no shared moral guidelines establishing what is light and 

wrong, moral and unmoral, normal and deviant

.Structural-Functionalists would say that sports verve important functions in ou: 

society and should be justly rewarded, hi fact, a sports team is a microcastn of the 

broader society, where everyone learns their roles and contributes to the broader 

running of the system (winning games). People who are not as qualified or nknlcd 

should not make it to die top ranks, and those who do must have the best characiei, 

discipline, and skill level of all competing athletes Durkheim would say that spoils 

seive the utuahsttc function of keeping society bonded and people (fans and teams) in 

solidarity with each other. Furthermore. Structural-Functionalists would say ilia, 

when rapid social change occurs, sports must make some adaptations and char ges bn 

linn iliey will survive and remain unchanged. Tlio best athletes deserve the money 

they gel because they help us as a society determine who we me and establish a sense 

of togetherness “Role players” are never unfairly discriminated against but serve - 

positive function lor the team.

2.11.4 Social Control I licorv

Social Control Theory was developed by French sociologist Bmile Durkheim who 

explained that anomie; a state of lawlessness or not tnlessnes* causes socia 

disintegration that may lead individuals to commit suicide (Williams K.S.. 2<X 1:342) 

latter sociologists have used this theory to explain why people deviate from n e  law'r 

ol then society, and tin? rules and regulations of their organizations.

According to Adler F et al. (1U95: 171), Social Control Theory postulate that people 

get into conflict with each otliei wlien they have not developed attachments in then 

the society Further, Williams (2001. 377-378) explains that the extend of ar 

individual's social Ikmki in his oi her society for instance, attachment to otliei people 

determines, his oi her propensity to violence

Tins theory also explains that thr extent of one’s social and self-control will dictate

whcthci s/he will break the laws and regulations or not. Self-control refers to an

individual's ability to tesist breaking lulcs. Low social and self-control ead tc
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whether s/he will break the laws and regulations oi not Self control refers to un

individual's ability to resist breaking roles. Low social and self-control cad tc
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breaking of rules and regulations, and vice verxa. Social control is also about the 

belief in the moral validity of rules, commitment to achievement of society’s or 

organization's goals, and involvement in conventional activities of the society or 

organization where the individual belongs

This study postulates that when the people in West I’okot District arc jointly involved 

in the Tegla I.orupe Peace Run then conflict will be eradicated ot minimised I'clwccn 

them, this is liecnusc it has been established that heavy involvement in conven tonal 

activities of the society or organization leaves little time for illegal behaviour. It is 

believed that involvement insulates a peison from the potential lure of crimtral or 

deviant behaviour, while idleness enhances it; this implies (hat the people n  West 

I’okot District who are adequately involved in the achievement in the Tegla I.orupe 

Peace Run will avoid conflict.

Figure 2.1: The Conceptual Model
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Participation in spoils reinforce*, respect for opponents, fair play, team work, co

operation and social inclusion which aie key mgredienis in peace building. Spoils is 

ihcicfoie an effective platform to resolving conflicts.

2.12.3 Research Variables

A variable can he defined as a characteristic that is being measured Variables can 

either be dependent of independent A dependent variable is one tlut depends upon 01 

is a consequence of the other variable Singleton (1W3) defines the dependent 

variable as one that the researcher is interested hi explaining and predicting. The 

nulependeni variable is the one that influences and explains the dependent van able 

In this study, the variables arc as such

Dependent Variable. Peace

Independent Variables: (Sp<Hts> fegla l.ompe Peace Run
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CHAlTKR lUKIlK 

RESEARCH METHODOI.OC.Y

3.1 Inf rrHliictioii

This chapter provides a discussion of ilie outline of the research methodology hat was 

used in this study. It focuses on the research design, site selection, sampling 

techniques. and concludes with how data was collected, analyzed and presented.

3.2 Research Design

Research design according 10 Komho and Tromp (2009) ix the structure of the 

ivsearch; the plan, strategy and die structure of conducting a research project Tills 

study used descriptive research and Hackct (1981) opines that il is ihe oleest and 

widely used research method in social science; data is often collected thnroug i 

questionnaires, mailed survey, telephone interview or personal interview. Th* 

function of descriptive research is to describe, explain, or explore a phenomenon 11 

this research, questionnaires were used to assess the role of sports in conflicts

3.3 Research ‘site Selection

Tire study site is Kupcnguiia division in West Pokot District, it is approximately -120 

km fiom Nairobi, Kapenguna has hosted the peace run since 2003 when it was first 

incepted Ihe race has lieeti held in this town to promote jieaceful co-existence 

between the pastoralist communities in the North Rift Kenya and the neighboring 

countries. This makes the place a fertile ground to get the relevant information to this 

study. The leseau h targets people leaving in this area who directly or indirectly have 

been victims of conflict and liave witnessed the use of peace through sports initiative

3.4 I'nit of observation

For the purpose of the research, die unit of observation were the members of the 

community who have participated in peace run initiative This was because hey are 

best placed to provide information on use of sports and peace building
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3.5 Unit of Analysis

Singleton anil Straits < 1999) describe ihe unit of analysis us the object of study or i cm 

undet study, ot the major entity that is being studied, it is the 'what' ‘who' the 

researcher is examining. The study intends to observe and analyzing data collected 

from relationship between sports and conflict. These study units of analysts was 

sports (Running)

3.6 Target Population

Kombo and Trump (2009). defines population as a group ol individuals, object! or 

items from which samples ate taken for measurement. Or it is the ’the entire group of 

individuals, events and objects having common observable characteristics' (Mugc Ida 

and Mugendu. 2003)

The target populations for this study were people living in West Pokot (Kapengutta 

Division). The researcher targeted this population because of their understanding of 

peace through sports initiative

3.7 Sample procedure

The researcher used both probability and non probability sampling ptocedurc to 

determine the different samples used in the study Tire category of samples included 

60 from live general community, 5 chiefs. 2 district sports officers. 2 Tegla lonipe 

Staff and 5 religious leaders, giving a total of 75 respondents who were sampled

The study was undertaken in Kapengutta Division, which has five locations, Siyoi, 

Mwotot. Kishaunet. Kermget, and Kapkoris. Makutuno town where the run is 

normally held is in Mwotot location, the researcher together with his research 

assistant sampled 12 people from each location. Accidental sampling, sit commie tee 

sampling was used, that is a sample is selectcJ because it is readily available and 

convenient.

According to Powcl. R (1997) Accidental sampling involves the sample being drawn 

from that part of population which is close to the hand Purposive sampling was u«d 

to sample chiefs, district sports officers. Tegla I.ontpc Staff and religious 

leaders.Singleton, I N (I98X) states that purposive sampling allows researcher to jso
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.ill cases lliul have Ihe requited information with respect to the objectives of live study 

Based on Singleton Observation. Kopcnguria was ptuposivcly selected, chiefs. 

District sport ofncers.staff of Tcgla Lorupe and religious leaders were putposively 

sampled because they play a key role in as far as peace is concerned

3.8 Sample size

A sample is part of the target population that is proccdurally selected to represent the 

population (Sogunro, 2001). A total of 75 respondents wete targeted in the stui j

Cable 3.1: Sampling Frame

Strain Population Sample Sampling methcc

Key Informants

Community chiefs 5 5 IhirpOMvc sampling

District Sports Officers nm 2 Purposive sampling

Tegla Lorupc Staff 3 2 Purposive Sampling

Religious leaders 10 5 Purposive sampling

Ollier members of the public

General communities - (*) Convenience sampling

Totul 75

Source Author. 2011

3.9 Methods uf (lata collection

The Study derived its data both from primary und secondary source.

Primary data

The researcher used questionnaires as the instrument of collecting primary dutu In 

this study open ended questionnaires were used, a questionnaire is the most ideal way 

of reaching the respondents.

Further, in depth interview were conducted for the chief. District sport officers and 

religious leaders
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Questionnaire*
It is a carefully designed instrument (written, typed or printed) for collecting data 

directly from people (Ogula. 2002). They arc economical to use, ensure anonymity 

and permit use of standardized questions, and they have uniform procedure and arc 

easily scored by die respondents The questionnaires used by the researcher are self 

administered, w ith open anti closed ended questions

The researcher further used interview guide to supplement the questionnaires since it 

provided in depth information from face to face discussions

Ihe questionnaire and interview guide sought to ask questions tlut addressed niajoi 

issue on the study The researcher and research assistant administered the 

questionnaires through hand delivery method

Secondary data
The researcher reviewed literature from dilleicnt sourer* on sports uiid conflicts in 

oider to establish views of other scholars.

3.10 Data Analysis Method

fhc study used both qualitative and quantitative approaches to process, analyze and 

interpret the data. Ihe data collected wav condensed by editing the transcript, 

removing any ambiguities and noting emerging trends, this was followed by 

presentation of data

Data was coder! and thereafter analyzed using Statistical Package lor Social Sciences 

(SPSS) The information wav displayed by use of bar charts, graphs and pie charts. 

This was done by tallying up response*, computing |ieicentagcs of variations in 

response as well as describing and interpreting llie data in line with the Dudy 

objectives

According to Denscombe (1998) descriptive statistics involves a process of 

transforming .1 mass of raw data into tables, charts, with frequency distributior and 

percentages which are a vital pail of making sense of the data
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CHAPTER FOUR

DATA ANALYSIS AND PRESENTATION

4.1 Introduction

This chiiptrr presents data analysis and presentation of findings Hie study targeted fiO 

respondents for the questionnaire and 15 respondents for the inter, iews. 

Questionnaires that were filled successfully weie 56. These questionnaires were 

administered by the rcseaichcr. Tins translates into 93,3%. which is above the 

recommended 50% to make conclusions from the data. Interviews that were 

conducted successfully were 14 translating into 93.3% response rate.

4.2 General Information

Respondents were xsked to indicate their age bracket Majority of the respo-dent\ 

eighteen (32.1%) were in the age bracket of 31-40 years while fourteen <25°.' i were 

found to he in the age bracket of 21-30 years and twelve (21.4%) were in the age 

bracket of 41 50 years. Ten (17.9%) were in 51 60 years of age while only two 

(3.6%) were in 10-20 years of age These findings show that respondents were 

distributed evenly ncioss all age groups. This has shown in table 4.1 below

1 able 4.1: Age of the respondents

Frequency Percent

10-20 2 3.6 i

21-30 14 25.0

31 40 18 32.1

41 50 12 21.4

51-60 10 17.9

Total 56 1 100 0

The respondents weie asked to indicate their gender. Majority of the respondents f.sity 

two (75%) weie found to be male as compared to fouilecn (25%) who were f.-trale. 

These findings show that many men than women icsponded to this study This could
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be In  due IO Hie patriarchal system of the community where men dominate and women 

and left at the homesteads. Men are the ones who participate in the raids Theii 

participation was therefore important to the study

According to 1LPF Report of Itf* Kapenguria Peace Run. warriors ate the most 

involved directly in conflict. However, women also indirectly participate in conflict 

through blessing then sons and husbands to go out and bring wealth.

When asked to indicate their level of education, half of the respondents twenty eight 

(50%) were found to have a certificate while sixteen (28.6%) were diploma holders 

Ten (17 9%) of the respondents were found to have a degree while two (3.6%» hud 

other qualifications such as CPA These findings show that respondents were literate 

and undei stood the contents in the questionnaire Hus information is indicated in 

table 4.2 below.

Table 4.2: Respondent’s level of education

Frequency Percent

C'crtlficiite 28 50.0

Diploma 16 28 6

Degree 10 17.9

Othrr 2 3.6

Total 56 100.0

To I'uithcr understand the demographic characteristics of the respondents he 

lescarchri asked them to indicate then religion Majority of lire respondent* indicated 

that they are Protestants fourty two (75%-) while fourteen (25%) said drey an* catholic 

Hits information is shown in figure 4.1 next page.
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Figure 4.1: Religion of the respondents

Respondents were asked to indicate their occupation Majority of lire respondents 

were found to lw professionals twenty two (39 3%) while sixteen (2R.6%'i were 

skilled laborers. Four (7.1%) and two (3.691') of the respondents were semi-skilled and 

unskilled lultorers respectively. Peasant farmers and respondents who had other 

occupations were six (10 7%) each These results show a diverse represent;! ion of 

respondents from most sections of the population. This information is indicated in 

ijihlc •! 11re low

Table 4.3: Occupation of the respondents

Frequency Percent

Professional 22 39.3

Skilled laborer 16 28.6

Semi-skilled laborer 4 7.1

Unskilled laborer 1*• 3.6

Pea sunt fainter 6 10.7

Other 6 10.7

Total 56 100.0
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Iii an attempt to Find out how much the respondents earned in a month, the researcher 

requested them to indicate their approximate earnings in .1 month Majority of «re 

lespondents (29.6%) indicated they earn over 2CMXX) in n month while 25.9% 

indicated they earn 5()01 10000 in a month Those who earned 10001-15000 were 

found to lie 18.5% while 11.1% earned 0 5000 in a month. Only 7.4% of the 

a*spondents who indicated they earned 15001-2CKKK) in a month and those w x> 

indicated other or not applicable. These findings show that the study cut across 

economic status. This information is available in Figure 4.3 below.

Figure 4.2: Respondent monthly incomes

3 i(« .
3 0 .tr *

>sn%.
^0.0%
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The researcher wanted to know whether respondents know Tcglu l.orupe Peace R m. 

Majority of the respondents fifty five (98 2%) said yes while only one I S'" of the 

respondents said no This information is available in table 4.4 below

Tabic 4.4: Responses on whether they know Tegla l.orupe Peace Run initiative

Frequency Percentage

Yes 55 98.2

No I 1.8

Total 56 100
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The researcher further wanted to establish whether the respondents have pailidpaled 

hi Tegla l.onipc Peace Run. Majority of the tespondetiis forty five (80.4%) said they 

have participated in the Tegla Lorn pc Pence Run while only eleven (19.6%) said they 

have not This information is shown in table 4.5 below

Table 4.5: Responses nil those who have participated in Peace Run

I'ietiiiency Percentage

Yes 45 80,4%

No 11 19 6%

Total 56 100%

Respondents werc asked to indicate the extent they agree in a numbei of statement* 

These statements include that peace run help in making new friends, integrating with 

other people, having fun. learning spoils skills, being a member of a team, and >ctl ng 

fit. Majority of the respondent* (71.4%) strongly agreed that peace run help in iru.k ng 

new friends while 28 6% of the respondents agreed Majority of the iesp« n-lents 

(57.1%) also snongty agreed that spnris help in integrating with other people while 

42.9% said they agree. Majority of the respondents (71.4%) strongly agreed that 

Peace runs help in having fun while 28.6%, Majority of ihe respondents (n| 9%) 

strongly agreed that peace rim help in learning sports skills while 28.6% of list* 

respondents indicated they agree. Only 4.8% of the respondents who said they were 

not sure and the same percentage indicated they disagree Majority of respondent* 

(68.4%) strongly agreed that peace iuii helps in lioing a member of a team Ahilc 

31.6% indicated they ugree. Majority of the respondents (81%) strongly agreed lha 

sports help in getting lit while 19%. of the respondents indicated that they Lg“cc 

These findings show that there are many other benefits of peace. This inform n o i is 

available in table 4 6 next page.
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T a b le  4 .6 :  R e s p o n s e s  o n  th e  ro le  o f  p e a c e  r u n
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Peace run helps in making new 

friends

71.4** 28 6% 0% 0% 0% 100%

Peace run lielps in integrating 

with other people

57.1.% 42.9% 0% 0% 0% 100%

Peace iuii is good in having fun 71 1% 28.6% 0% 0% 0% 1009

Peace run helps in learning 

sporis skills

61.9% 2X6% 4.8% 4.8% 0%. 100%

Peace run helps in being a 

member of a team

6S.4% 11.6% 0% 0% 0% 100* >-

Peace run helps in making one 

physically lit

81% 19%. 0%. o%. 0%. r io6'=

I'lte respondents were asked lo i ridicule whether participation in peace run affrcietl 

relationships with friends. family and community. Majority of the respondents *oiy 

three (76.8%) indicated yes while thirteen (23.2%) said no. These findings show dial 

peace run participation has affected on relationships and can therefore lie used ot 

peace building and conflict resolution

In an el lot i to know how participation in peace run has affected the respondent?, lie 

researcher asked respondents to indicate their agreement with a number of statements. 

Ihcu response show dial participation in peace lun has had a positive effect with 

respondents indicating dial they have lieen able lo understand piohlem of others, 

respect and talk nicely lo others, and arc mote tolrrani with other people, ‘litis 

information is available in table 4.7 next pjgr
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Table 4.7: Responses on the effects of participation in peace run

Strongly

agree

Agree Not

Sure

1 hsugree Strongly

Disagree

Total

1 feel that I’m good at 

understanding the 

problem of others

45% 45% 10% 0% 0% 1(0%

1 feel that I’m gixxl at 

respecting and talking 

nicely to others

109% 45 5% 13 6% 0% 0% 100%

1 feel more tolerant with 

people

52 4% 42.9% 4.8% 0% 0%- 100%

1 feel that 1 prefer not to 

respeci others

5.3% 5.3% 0% 36 8% 52.4% 100%

I feel not safe when 

meeting with people 

from other communities

9 5% 4.8% 4.8% 28.6% 52.4% 100%

When asked wliethet they prefer individual or team sport, majority of the rrsp.tnJents 

forty eight (85.7%) said they prefer team sport while cigln (14.3%) said they prefer 

individual sport. The findings show that respondents appreciate team spot where 

different people can get together This information is shown in table 1 8 below

Table 4.8: Respondent's preference on individual or team sport

Frequency Percent

Individual 8 14.3

Team 48 85.7.

Total 56 1000

The researcher warned to know whether respondents know that sports are used m 

peace building in the North Rifi Majority of the respondents fifty three (94.6%) saiJ 

vex while three (5.4. %) Said no. These findings show dial sports an* used i i peace 

building in die North Rift. This information is available in table 4.9 below.
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Tallin 4.9: Responses on whether sports is used in peace building in the North 

Rift

Frequency Percent

Yes 53 94.6

No 3 5.4

Total 56 1000

In fm tlier follow up to identify sports used in |>eace building in North Rilt. major ty ol 

the respondents fifty (06 2%) indicated that running is used in peace building 

Although other sports such as volleyball, netball, and football lire also used rui mug is 

the pieferred sport in |>eacc building. These findings show that running is an 

important spori in the North Rift This information is available* in table 4 10 below

Table 4.10: Responses on the type of sport used in peace building

Sport Yes No 'lotal

Frequency Percentage Frequency Percentage %

Volleyball 10 19.2 42 80.8 100

Football 12 23.8 40 76.2 100

Netball 6 11.5 46 885 100

Running 50 96.2 2 3.8 MM)

Other sports 6 11.5 46 88.5 KM)

The rcsearcliei wanted to know whether people of all age groups participate in lire 

peace tun Maiority of ihr respondents thirty (5} 6%) indicated strongly agree while 

twenty four (42 9%) of the respondents indicated agree and two (3.6%) indicated not 

sure This information is indicated in table 4.11 next page.
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Tublc 4.11: Response on whether ull ugc groups participate in the peace run

Frequency Percent

Strongly agree 30 53.6

Agiee 24 42.9

Not sure 2 3.6

Total 56 1000

In an attempt to understand the level of paiticipation among different groups, 

respondents confirmed that largely youth (Warriors) participate in peace run fifty l our 

(96.4%) and thus contiihutc immensely in peace building The findings show that 

although childien. women, and the elderly also participate in peace run, youths arc 

most involved. This is reflected in table 4 I? below

Table 4.12: Responses on the level of participation of different age groups In the 

peace run

children Youths 

(W amors)

Women Old met ai d 

women

F % F % F % F %

Yes 46 82.1% 54 96.4% 50 89.3% 30 53.6%

No 10 17.9% 2 3 6%. 6 10,7% 26 46 49-

Total 56 100% 56 100% 56 100% 56 .00%

According toTI.IT Repoiton 10"' Kapenguria 1‘cacc Run. the warriois are considered 

ihe key actors in the conflict They are the ones w ho have been there, seen it anc done 

it Therefore, their participation in the peace activities are critical The women are 

considered the most vulnerable whenever violent activities occur They are exposed to 

all manner of attacks and abuses among them rape, etc They aie sometimes sen as 

the ones who bless llicu sons and husbands lo “go out and bring wealth "



The researcher wanted to know what respondent* learn from participating in the place 

run. A number of statement* were presented to the respondents to indicate then level 

of agreement. The respondents indicated that they believe that they can 1* grxrd at 

something if they work hard at it T hey also indicated that they can have new friends 

regardless of where they come from. In addition, the respondents mdicaird that during 

peace run. participants are enlightened on peaceful co-existence Guests arr also 

invited from different sectors to talk about |>eace and this help in conflict resolu ton 

This information is shown in table 4 .13 below

Table 4.1.3: Responses on what they learn from peace run

Strongly

agree

Agree Not

Sure

Disagree Strongly

disagree

Told

Guests are invited trom 

different sectors to talk 

about pence and this help 

m conflict lesolutton

57.1% 42.9% 0% 0%. 0% u:cw

During peace run 

participants lire 

enlightened on |>eacetul 

co-existence

60 7% 39.3% 0%' 0% 0% law*

1 want only h lends from 

my community

0% 0% 0%' 54.5% 45.5% IC0%

1 can have new friends 

icgardless where they 

come from

704% 25 9% 0% 3.7% 0%' IC0%

1 believe that 1 can be 

good in something if 1 

work hard at it

83.3% lb. 7% 0% 0% o% u:o%

Respondents were asked to indicate the main source ol conflict in the North Rill 

Majority of the respondents said cattle’s rustling is the main source of conflict it the 

North Rift However, there are other who cited causes such as poverty, water, pasture.
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liiml injustice anti politics. These findings show thul conflict in the North Rirt is a 

complex issue and neetls to he addressed properly.

Respondents were asked to indicate their agreement with the statement that pcrcc run 

have succeeded in establishing peaceful co existence between communities th it were 

hostile to one another Majority of the respondents twenty four (42 .9%) strongly 

agreed while twenty two (39.3%) indicated they agtee. Six (10.7%) saiJ they were not 

sure while only two (3.6%) said they disagree and strongly disagree in each. Thu is 

shown in tabic 4 14 below.

Table 4.14: Response on the success of |ieacc run in establishing peaceful co

existence between warring groups

Frequency Percent

.Strongly agree 24 42.9

Agree 22 39.3

Not sure f. 10.7

Disagree 3.6

Strongly disagree 2 3.6

Total 56 100.0

Majority of the respondents thirty eight (67.9%) agreed that peace run is a per ect 

mingling point fot people of all walks of life while eighteen (32.1%) of the 

respondents strongly agieed. These findings further underpin the importance of ‘X'acc 

tun in peace building and conflict resolution, This information is available in isblr 

4.15 below

Table 4.15: Responses oil whether peace run is perfect mingling point

Frequency Percent

Strongly agree IS 32.1

Agree 38 67.9

Total 56 100.0
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Asked whether peace run is important to socialize with other people, majority of the 

respondents thirty two (57,1%) strongly agreed while twenty lour 42.9% Indicated 

they agree. This is indicated in table 4 .16next page

Table 4.16: Responses on whether peace run is important in socializing with 

others

Frequency Percent

Strongly agree 32 57.1

Agree 24 42.9

Total 56 1000

Respondents confirmed that pence run play a key role tn peace building as mtio ity 

thirty six (64.3%) indicated that they strongly agree while eighteen (32 I ' ! ) said they 

agree. Only 3.6'.'! ot the respondents disagreed. This information is rdlecled m table 

4 17 below.

Tallin 4.17: Responses on whether peace runs play a key role in peace building

Frequency Percent

Strongly agree 36 64 3

Agree 18 32.1

Disagree > 3.6

Total 56 100.0

Respondents recommended that sport should be used in other regions to advocate t'oi 

peace. This was represented by a majority of the respondents twenty six (46.4% • who 

indicated they strongly agree twenty six (46.4%) also and agree while only tom 

(7.1%) of the respondents said they weie not sure This information is available in 

table 4. IK next page
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Table 4.1X: Responses on whether sports should he used in other region to 

advocate for peace

Frequency Percent

Strongly agree 26 46.4

Agree 26 46.4

Noi sure 4 7.1

Total 56 100.0

Majority of the respondents thirty-three (58 9%) showed that their role in the peace 

run is running, five (8.9%) indicated duncing. two (3.6%) indicated cheering whereas, 

sixteen (2K.6%) said they participate in the talks. This is in table 4.19 below.

Table 4.19 Respondent's role ill the peace run

Role in Peace run Frequency Percentage

Running 33 58.9

Duncing 5 8.9

Cheering n 3.6

Participation in talks 16 28 6

Total 56 100

To further, understand roles of different ages on the peace run. u cross tabulation is 

will show how different age groups, participate tn running, cheering, dancing and 

participating in the peace talks. The large number of people who participate in 

running ate between 21 40 years . majority of people who participate in the alks arc 

between 42-60 years This analysis is important since it gives die relationship 

heiwccn ugr ami the role iliey play in die peace run . us shown in figure 4.20 next 

page
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Table 4.20 crosses tnhulutimi of age and role in llie peace run

Role in peace run
-

Total

Running Cheering Dancing Participation in talks

Age 10-20 2 0 0 0 •»**
21-30 12 2 0 0 14

31*40 12 0 » 3 IK

41-50 6 0
2

4 12

51-00 1 0 0 9 10

Total 33 St •'1
16 26

Majority of the respondents seventeen (30%) indicated that seminars are conducted as 

other educational activities during the peace run, fifteen (26.8%) said speeches from 

sports role models, eight (14 3%) indicated talks, six indicated peace massages from 

invited guests and ten (17.8%) indicated music and dancing this inforin.ition is shown 

in table 4 21 below

Table 4.21 other educational activities during peace run

Frequency Percentage

.Seminai s 17 304

Talks 8 14.3

Speeches from sport role models 15 26.8

Peace messages from invited guests 6 10.7

Music and dancing 10 17.8

Total 56 100.0

( nntciil Analysis from Interviews

Interviews were conducted among District sports officers, legal Lorn pc local 

organizing committee sniff (LOC), religious leaders and chiefs.

District sports officers

Disnicl spoils officers, were asked the period they have known peace through sports 

initiative in their area They said they have known the initiative for about ten years.
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This shows that they have an idea of the length the initiative hus been active ir the 

area When asked whether the conflict situation in die region changed over time since 

introduction of Tcgla l.oru|ie peace initiative, the District sports officers said yes. To 

cite one of the respondents "Tcgla has encouraged people to participate u. tport 

rather than stealing cattle". Another respondent said that through interaction o f  tribes 

such as Marakwet. Pokot anil Turkana who had conflict. Tegla Lorupe peace no has 

brought ihent together.

The district sports officers also said that the peace run initiative should Iv extend •»! to 

oilier regions cxpeiienang conflicts. When asked whether peace run paiticipali m is 

inclusive of all the age giotips. they said yes as they all run and interact togeihe They 

also indicated that through peace run they have been enlightened to live well with 

others.

Tcgla l.oroupe Staff

The organizers of the Tegla lauoupe Peace run indicated that since inception in ’001. 

it has organized 23 peace races that have hi ought together over 30.000 paHicipants 

Ihc foundation has hern able to achieve us goal of uniting warring communities 

through peace runs They further staled that as people ran and compete alongs :le each 

othci and us the spectators cheei them on the gap between warring pasioralisls 

drastically narrows.

One of ihe stall in the Tegla Lorujie peace foundation stated that ‘what the peace run 

fun achieved so far i'/i bringing peace in the area would have taken police and 

military inaiiv many wars ' this statement is a clear demonstration of the potential the 

peace run has presented to the locals within the North Rift . he I'urthei, said that the 

peace run had been successful in rebuilding social relations and induce itusi amongst 

the warring communities. and that Ihc iniliutivc had presented sport* as an al .-rnative 

economic means rather than cattle rustling

T he organizer of the race pointed out other races that have been successfully 

organized by the legist Lorupe m Moroto (Eastern Uganda). Turkwel (along the 

Pokot Turkanu border) Manila! fin Samburu) and even Tana-River (coastal Kenya).
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All these races are aimed at one thing: to unite the warring communities through 

sports and urge them to live in peace with others. They however, said that the one 

which has Ixen very successful in its goals is the Kapenguria Peace run.

Religious leaders

Hie religious leaders were usked to indicate their assessment of conflict levels before 

the introduction ot Tegla Lorupc peace run and now. they indicates! that there vseie a 

lot of raids which lead to conflicts before the introduction o f peace run which have 

reduced significantly at the prescnl Asked svhethei the jxace run is a coirplcte 

solution to the conflict in the area, the religious leaders said no hut it has an impact in 

peace building This shows that much need to be done in order to complement the 

efforts of peace run initiative. When asked whether live church support the peace run 

initiative, the religious leaders unanimously agieed that they do. To quote one of the 

respondents, the church viippoits peace tun initiative “very much" Ib c  religious 

leaders however were divided oil whelhei peace iuii incoipoiates all stakeholders in 

preaching peace Some fell it does while others said it does not This show that more 

stukoholdei consultation is needed to enhance the success of peacr run in peace 

building and conflict resolution

Chiefs

I he chiefs were asked to summarize die perception of die community towards the 

peace mn initiative Most of them indicated that their community’s perception was 

positive This was because they believed that the pence run has solved conflicts 

among them. There wete others who cited the need tor the community to be ottered 

other related alternatives Most chiefs said that the peace run has been successful in 

reducing conflict in ilieir area Some however were skeptical on the extent lit it the 

peace run has been successful. To quote one of the chiefs, asked wliethei |ieace iuii 

has been successful, the chief answered, "yes”  bin they have to incrcnsc the mmber 

of times " .  Another one said there is "little impact" This shows that more need to be 

done to make peace tun initiative a success in peace building.
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CH A PTER FIVE

SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

5.1 Introduction

flits chapter covers the summary of the study, conclusions and recommendations 

These arc based on the findings presented in chapter four

5.2 Summary

The objective of this study was to establish the use of sports in conflict lesolution in 

regard to the Tcgla Ixunpe Peace nm in West Pokot District The study sought to 

describe Tcgla Lorupc peace run in peace building process in the North Rift region. It 

also sought to examine ll»c role of different age groups in sports as n peace building 

initiative hi North Rift region and to investigate the spoils related educational -xocess 

involved in peace building. In addition, the study sought to investigate ,|,e lmp^C( 0f 

sports in peace building in the North Rift region

Tcgla !«onipe hails from I’okot community, where the neighboring pasrorulist, 

Turkana. Marukwel. Submy, Karainojong and Tobosa are ever battling each other 

ova cattle raiding, these region according, to Wanderi (2008) guns |MVr been 

changing hands openly as one is ex|*ccted to own and keep his own gun personal 

and community security This piomptcd her in 2001 to initiate Tcgla l.orup- Peace 

Race ( II PR), the race is an annual event organized by the Tcgla Tcgla l.«>nipe peace 

foundation (TLPF) with tl»c aim of creating harmony and integration

The peace run carries the vision M Peaceful. Prosperous nrui Just Wnrht in which 

Sports is a Unifying factor', the goal is to restore peace among warring past Dra lists 

through sports and create a difference in the lives of the less privileged .building 

social relations, induce trust among the warring communities, and showcase snorts as 

an alternative economic livelihood factor.

11k* study used descriptive method to achieve the set objectives Ilir study targeted 

people living in West Pokot (Kapctigunai. Probability and non-piobabihty sajupling* 

procedures were used to select 60 respondents from the general community. 5 chiefs
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2 district sporu officers, 3 stuff of Tcgla Lorupe and 5 religious leaders, giving a total 

of 75 respondents. Quantitative and qualitative data was collected through 

questionnaires and in-drpth interviews respectively. Descriptive statistics such as 

frequencies, and percentages were used to analyze data Statistical Package lor Social 

Sciences (SPSS) was used to aid m data analysis. Results from quantitative data were 

presented in charts and tables. Qualitative data was analyzed using content analysis 

method. Results of qualitative data analysis were presented in prose or nan alive 

format

Hie study revealed that there ts use of sports in conflict resolution and peace building 

in the North Rift. Further, it revealed that thirty three (58.9%) respondents shov ed 

that then role in the peace run is running, five (8.9%) indicated dancing, two (.?.<:%) 

indicated cheering whereas, sixteen (28.6%) said they participate m the talks Youths 

(Warriors) were found to lie the largely represented ngc group in the pence run fifty 

four (96.4%) as a peace building initiative in North Rift region

The study also revealed that apart from running, there are other educational processes 

involved in the peace lun, which creates an atmosphere for peace, seventeen ('()%> 

said seminars are held on peace, fifteen (2(>.K%) said sports role models give (>ejce 

messages, while eight (14 3% and ten (17.8% respectively said peace talks are held 

and guests are invited to preach peace

Ihc study revealed u mixture of feelings concerning the impact of use of peace rui in 

pence building in the Noith Rift region Among the general community twenty four 

(42.9%) strongly agreed that peace run had lieen successful in establishing peaceful 

co-existence between communities twenty two (39.3%) agreed to this statement 

Religious leaders, chiefs and district spoils officers felt that more need to he dime to 

make use of sports in peace building a success. They however said it has had positive 

impact, one of the chiefs suid 'before the [trace run Initiative »v# experienced a !di uf 

raids m this urea, hut we ran now sleep peacefully'.
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5.3 Conclusions
Based on the findings of the study, use of (pence nin) sports should lie cncouiagei foe 

peace lint only in the North Kift hut also in other conflict prone areas. This is because 

It lias (Moved to lie successful in the West Pokot as it provides 11 platform for pc f le  to 

meet and share fun. coming together to interact and having a chance to understand 

each other Besides, sports have also benefits for the individual as they learn sport 

skills and stay healthy.

Only one spoil was found to Ik  populat in peace building in the North Rift- mining 

(92.9%). Although other sports such as volleyball (17.9%). netball (10.7%), and 

football (21.4%) are used in peace building, running was found to he h-; most 

preferred. There is a need to diversify sports in use for peace building T is will 

encourage more people to engage in s|»oiu for peace initiatives Chiefs who said that 

their communities need other related alternatives for them to engage tn peace building 

initiatives underscore the need to diversify from running to other sports

The mixed reactions from teligious leaders, chiefs and district sports officers cn the 

impact of peace lun initiative show that more stakeholder analysis, consult; I »r. and 

incorporation should he done The study reveals that with mote involve) mu of 

relevant stakeholder and coordination, the peace initiative could he more successful 

On die closer look at the previous program for the peace run. two categories ewne out 

strongly the lOkm warrior’s race and the 10km elite race. This leaves a very i ponam 

group, children and women w hose participation in the peace nm is equally important.

5.4 Recommendations 

l.nrtipc peace nm

This study recommends that the organizers of jieacc run and more spccifictil y the 

logistical framework for the Tegla Lorupe peace run. selection of venue aid the 

participations must be re-designed This is in order to achieve maximum results In 

the entire county, there is relative peace in Ka|ieiiguiia. which is largely attributed to 

the pence inn However, the other areas. Pokot North. Pokot Central, anil Pokot South 

are still experiencing conflicts. Tlierc is therefore a need to enhance the part m at inn 

in the other aieas in the disuict in order to record similar results, ot have the pra.e tun 

in rotational basis.
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Participation in the peace run

The group that largely takes pari in tlic run are the youths (Warriors), whereas their 

participation is crucial considering their role in the raids, it leaves behind the olhci 

groups that their participation in the peace building is also crucial, The participation 

of women and children needs to be encouraged, during conflicts women and children 

suffer more, and thus their inclusion is important, furtliermore, the children will hr 

able to learn peaceful coexistence at tender age which is important when they giow 

up. Having a peace run once a year is not sufficient, a lot of conflict emerge m 

between . and waiting foi too long to address it is counterproductive, there is need to 

design similar program at some interval within the year that people will Ire 

enlightened on the importance of peace.

Government

S|x>iis progiam can take us forward as a nation, but if we do not properly manage it. 

there will be nothing that comes out of it. The contribution of government towards 

spoil* m Kenya especially towards a majot tournament like Olympics, world 

championship is commendable, while this is good. The government needs to invest in 

the social capacity inherent in sports in order to realize its lull potential Whereas the 

media has given spoils considerable coverage in Kenya, the fact that we can achieve 

peace through sports has not been given enough attention, the media therefore needs 

to package and use sports as an avenue to preach peace, sport is cost effective lian 

using the police and other stale organs.

Education

l he government should enforce free and compulsory education in some pans :*f the 

North nft especially m West Pokot According to national statistics. West Pokot is 

among the eight districts with the lowest literacy rates in Kenya The district nad 

percent and 29.81 percent literacy rates for men and women respect vely. 

compared to the national level rates which average at XI 20 percent and 65.74 percent 

for men and women respectively. (World Vision 2007). some training instiljtians 

like polytechnic should be established in order to enable the youths to gain necessary 

skills and stop relying on cattle rustling as live only means of livelihood.
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Disarmament

The government should carry out exhaustive disarmament exercise in the North Ilift 

10 remove illegal guns, further, the exercise should be earned can jointly with the 

neighboring countries like. Uganda. South Sudan, and Ethiopia this is in order not to 

expose those being disarmed to external aggression.

NGO
The nongovernmental organization should work together with key stakeholders tr the 

urea in holding peace meetings, and teach the residence on the importance of pca.c. 

they should also incorporate sports in their functions

5.5 Area of further research

Since this study explored on the use of sports in conflict resolution a ease Sliuly •>! 

Teg la Lorupe peace run in West I’okot. the Study recommends that;

1 Similar study should be done in an uiban set up. since Kupcnguiia is a 

relatively remote town

2 More research should be done to tleicnnine the social economic benefits of 

sports

3. Similar study to be done on non pastoralisl communities to determine the 

effectiveness of sports in resolving conflicts
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APPENDICES

Appendix I: Introduction le tte r

l oin liaison  Noiliei

l».0 llox 30197 00100, 

Nuirohi.

Dear respondenl.

KK: DATA COLLECTION

My name is Tom Henson Naibci a Master's Modem in Criminology and Social rider 

.n ihe University of Nairobi; I am eum-mly conducting research on “Assessing ihc 

use of sports in conflict resolution, a ease study of Tegla Lorupc peace ru i in 

West I'okot.”

I would like to inform you that you have been selected for the survey as one ol the 

le-spoudents to provide some information which I believe will Ik* very resourceful in 

understanding conflict and sports as an intervention mechanism

I’ho information collected hi this form will Iw treated with utmost confidentiality, and 

used for academic purpose only.

Your identity will lie kepi anonymous and thus, you are not required to reveal your 

name both during the interview and on the questionnaire

flunks in advance.

Yours faithfully.

Tom liaison Nnibei 

( -50/766.W2009
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APPENDICES

Appendix I: Introduction le tte r

l oin Henson Naibci 

l».C) Hox 30197 -  (HU00,

Nuirolii.

Dear respondent.

RE: DATA COLLECTION

My mime is Tom Uenson Naibct a M astd's .student in Criminology and Social c rilcr 

at the University of Nairobi: I am currently conducting research on "Assessing the 

use of sports in conflict resolution, a ease study of Tcgla l.orupc peace run in 

West I'okol.”

I would like to inform you that you have been selected for the survey as one ol the 

respondents to provide .some information which 1 believe will be very resourceful in 

understanding conflict and sports as an intervention mechanism

I'ltc information collected in this form will l>e treated with utmost confidentiality, and 

used for academic purpose only

Your identity will Ire kepi anonymous and thus, you are not rr<|inrcd to reveal your 

name both dining the interview and on rhe questionnaire*

Thanks in advance.

Yours faithfully.

Tom Henson Naibci 

C50/76630/2009
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Appendix II: Questionnaire Tor General Public

Your honesty in answering the questions in the questionnaire is vital in he p ng to 

underslund ways of resolving conflicts

INSTRUCTIONS: I’lease tick |\ ' |  the lx>\ where applicable

Section A: Background information

1. Age

a. 1020 l 1
b. 21-30 l 1
c. 31-40 l )
d 41-50 1 1
e. 51 60 1 1

2 Gender 

u. male 

b. female

3 Level of education:

a Certificate | |

b. Diploma l |

C. Degiee | |

(I. Othrr (specify) l ........................................................ .]

4 Religion:

u. catholic | |

h. prolesluni | |

c Muslim | |

d. Olliers ( ]

r  Other (specify) | ..........

(.4



5 Occupation: 

a Professional

(E g lawyer engineer) f 1
h Skilled labour 1 ]
c. Semi skilled labour 1 1
d Unskilled labour 1 1
e Peasant farmer l 1
f Other (specify) | ..............................................................I

6 What is your approximate monthly income:

a. 0-5000 | |

h. 5001.10000 [ 1

c. 1001-15000 | 1

d 1501-2000 | |

c. Over 20000 | |

f Other (specify) | I

7. Do you know the Teglu Lniupc Peace Run Initiative'.’

a. Yes | |

h No ( |

X Have you ever participated m leg la Loiupc Peace Run'.’ 

a Yes | |

h. No | ]

•). If yes. do you agiee that peace lun helps in .?

Strongly

Agree

Agree Not

sure

Disagree Strorgly

Disagree

Making new friends

Integrating with other |ieoplc

Having fun

Learning sports skills

Being a member of a team

Getting Pit

Other
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5. Occupation:

a Professional

iK.g lawyer engineer) 1 1
b Skilled labour 1 1
c Semi skilled labour 1 1
d Unskilled labour l 1

c. Peasant farmer ( 1
f Other (specify) |

What is your approximate monthly income:

a. 0-5000 t 1
b. 5001-10000 1 1
c 1001-15000 1 1
d 1501-2000 [ 1
e. Over 20000 1 1
f Other (specify) [..

Do you know the Tcgla Lompc Peace Run Initiative?

a. Yes [ 1
b. No 1 1

8 Have you ever participated in Teglu Lompc IVace Run? 

a Yes | |

b. No | |

9 It yes. do you agree that peace run helps in .?

Strongly

Agree

Agree Not

sure

Disagree Siroi gly 

Disagree

Making new friends

Integrating with other people

Having fun 1
Learning sports skills ' 1
Being a member of a team

Gelling Fu

Ollier

r>5



ID. Has your participation in pence run initiative affected vour relationships wirh 

friends, family and community’’ 

n. Yes | |

h. No | |

II. If yes How?

Strongly

agree

Agree Not

Sure

Disagree Strongly

Disagree

1 feel that I’m good at 

understanding the pioblcm ot 

others

1 feel that I’m good at respecting 

and talking nicely to others

1 feel moie tolerant with people

1 feel that I prefer not to respect 

others

1 feel not safe when rncenng 

with |>eople from other 

communities

12. Do you |nefei individual or team sport?

a. Individual [ |

b. Team f |

Give your reason............................................................

I.V U s|H>rts used in peace building in the North Rift?

«. Yes | ]

b. No [ |
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14 Which sport is used in peace building in the North Rift?

a. Volley lull I I

b. Football I I

c. Netball I ]

d. Running | )

e. None I ]

I Other (specify) | ..................................... ........................ I

15 Do you agree that people of all age groups come together in participate in the

peace run?

a Strongly agree 1 1
b. Agree 1 1
c. Nut sine l !
d. Disagree [ 1
e stumgly disagree 1 1

16 Which age group is largely represented in the peace run?

a. Children 1 1
b. Youths (Warriors) 1 1
c. Women 1 1
d. Old men and women 1 J

17 They participate during peace run and thus contribute immensely in peace

building

Strongly

agree

Agree Not

Sure

Disagree Strongly

disagree

Children

Youths (Warriors)

Women

‘Old men and women
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18. What do you learn by participating in the pence nm?

Strongly

agree

Agtee Not

Sure

Disagree Strongly

disagree
1 believe that 1 can be good ill 

something if I work hard at it

1 can have new friends 

regardless where they arc from

1 want only friends from my 

community

19. What is your role in the

Initiative?............................................................
peace rut

•••••••••i t t i i t i i i i •••••••••#

20. Oo you agree that during peace run participants are enlightened on peaceful 

co-existence?

Ia Strongly aptee

b. Agree

c. Not sure 

d Disagree

c. strongly disagree

1

-»4rI What is the main source of conflict in the north rift region

a. Cattle rustling 1 1
b. Poverty 1 1
c Watci and pasture 1 1
d. Cultural reason f 1
c. Politics 1 1
f Other (specify) | .......................................................  ]

22. Peace run has successfully succeeded in establishing peaceful co-ex Mcnce

between communities that were hostile to one another

a Strongly agree | 1

b. Agree | ]

c Not sure ( |
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(I Disagree

c. strongly disagree

23 The peace rim is a perfect mingling point for people of all walks of life 

.1. Strongly agree

b. Agree 

C. Not sure

d. Disagree

c. strongly disagree

24 Sport is important to socialise with oilier people

a. Strongly agree

b. Agree

c. Not sure

d. Disagree

c. strongly disagree

23 I'eaec run play a key role in peace building 

a Strongly agree

b. Agree 

c Not sure

d. Disagree

c. strongly disagree

2 ( j . Sport should be used in other regions to advocate for peace 

a. Strongly agrrr 

H Agiee 

C. Not sure

d. Disagree 

e strongly disagree

27. Which Ollier educational activities aie earned out during ihc peace run?

• • • • • • • • • • • • • • ■ • • • • • • • • • • a • • • • • ! • « • • . . . . . . . . . . .
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For how long have you known |>eace through spoit initiative in your urea'

\ppendix III: Interview Guide for District Sports Officer*

Mas the conflict situation in tlur region changed over time, sine; the 

introduction of Tcgla Lorupe peace initiative?

Should the initiative of peace through sports be extended to other regions 

experiencing conflicts?

• ■ • • • • • I •••••••••••.•••<••••••M•••••••••••••••■ •>•••••<

....................... ...........

Do you think the peace run participation is inclusive of all ihc age groups’

••••••••••••••<■ •••••III

••>•.■ ••••••••*>.■ •«..••

••■ ■ •••»•••••|••••••••••••••*••••••*•••••

• . .................... . . . .  . . • • • ■ •

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Has the peace run empowered the warring parties to solve their corflict* 

amicably?

MlliMMIIHl

. • . . . . . . .  . . . . .

.•••.•••••■ . . .••••••■ ••••••••••••.

.............

••••••••••••••••a

• ..............

••••■ •••••••■ •••••••••••••.•••••••■ ••••••

•••••<••••.••. . • • • • * . . . • • • • • • • • • • . . . . . . . . .

. . ••••• ■ •••••• .. .
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Appendix IV: Interview Guide for Chiefs

I Who! is die perception of the community towards die peace tun initiative?

2 Mas die pence mn been successful in reducing conflict in yout area?

.V Would you champion for the use of sports in Other areas experie icing 

conflicts?

•••••••••••*•••■ ••••.?•••••••••••!•••■ «••••••••••••••

•1 Has Peace run been successful in establishing peaceful coexistence between 

communities that were hostile to one unotlvcr’’

• ••••••• HtllUM,

5. fv* you advocate for die government to support this initiative?

HM Ittllllli
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Appendix V: Interview Guide Kt'lit>ious Lenders

I What is your assessment of conflict levels before the introduction o f  Tegla 

Lorn pc peace run anil now0

2, Is the peace nin initiative a complete solution to the conflict in the area?

1. Does the church support the peace tun initiative?

4 Doe* the use of sports in co operate all sukc holders hi preaching peat ’?

:



Appendix V: Inter view Guide Religious Lenders

I What is your assessment of conflict levels before the introduction of Teg la 

l^orupe peace run and now1

2 N live peace run initiative a complete solution to the conflict in the are;.?

Hi»»»»»nii'

1 Dors tire church support the |**acc tun initiative?

4. Does the use of sports in co-operate all slake holders in preaching |scac .*?
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Appendix VI: Map of Kenya showing study area

Turkana

Marakwet

Baringo
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Appendix VII. Map of West Poke!
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